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The Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1872.

The genial sunshine floods the pale blue sky,

It is alsb safe to presume ing far en
south to avoid the excessive
Ménnesota, and not tar enough south
that most of the dollars received are net cold of
profit in the hands of the swindlers. If the to shake with the ague of more southern
thing were fairly conducted, they would parts; 2. The fertility of its soil, and its
net about seventeen per cemt. of the re- adaptation to varied culture and products;
ceipts, judging from places where whole go that corn grows about as well as in Illiblocks of 100 tickets have been cleared off nois, and ‘wheat is scarcely inferior to that

1. Its mean latitude, be-

any other I ever drank, even if running on
the surface.
' THE HERD LAW.
Nebraska is fortunate in having a Herd

the priges marked in several Sok blocks, I

ever disadvantages attends their keeping.
In other words, he must take care of them,
and not his neighbors, Hence, fences are
not necessary for the protection of crops,
and one will journey hundreds of miles
here and not see so much as a single fencestick. Moreover, the owners of cattle have
found out that it is absolutely cheaper for
them to herd or lariat their stock than even

Each mighty tree October’s signet bears,
Gleamingin hues of crimson, gold and brown,

A strunge enchantment fills the brooding air,
As through a dirge triumphant hope may ring.
So, in'some lives, we watch with reverent love,
After long trials borne, lopg sorrows pust,
A hushed tranquillity awakes, to prove

Patience has wrought her perfect work at last.

But once, to glad the hot world’s restless strife,
Comes childhood’s April, youth's impassioned
June;

The sweet serenity of waning life,
St, Martin's Summér, is its dearest boon.
= Tinsley’s Magazine.
‘

written

organizing genius, and with all the mighty
resources of the press in its over-grown as-

efforts of

have just begun to realize

cendency,

Al-

would furnish a hideously sensational sub-

jeot for a letter ; but, tired of such things,
I pass it’ by. I may remark, however, that

for a little time past IT had noticed a remarkable change, from some subtle influence

or

encounters.

on

Broadway at night. The fémale” harpies
seemed somehow to haye been cowed into

:
a retiring aud submissive silence.
have
which
abuses
Among the flagrant

Jong trampled on our laws without let or
hindrance, and which will inyoke immedi-

ate attention from the new guardians of
public welfare, none are more prominent
or baneful, perhaps, than lottery gambling.
The ‘regular ‘sort in the * hells” may ruin
wibre victims dnd more thorou ly~I know

liftle, ‘Whont them, ‘I confess—but still it
seems to me that the open, almost, outsof-

door, and often plausibly disguised, témp-

tations of this kind that encumber Broadwily, must create the niania for gambling
thousands, who otherwise would never
in

their way fo. the hells. There are a
Gift Concorts”in full blast

at this moment,in
of tickets)

Broadway

to

strip

a

man of fame, to de-

grade him from common respectability, anc
to cover him for the remainder of his life
with the ignominy of all corruption, yenality and baseness ? And it all meant nothing, it now seems. ** Written in water?”
As Frederick Douglass ‘said of the treachery and ‘atrocity of the Rebellion, * If we
are to forget these things, in God's name
what are we to remember!”

ready the spirit of the new regime seems
to make itself felt in the lingering functions
of the old.’ The infamous concert saloons,
of Broadway in particular, so thoroughly
cleaned out by the police the other night,

sile

Sweet

of defamation,

designed with all the skill of eloquence and

their power, and their duty too, it seems
must cleanse some of our walks of life so

it

work

the

have been

Personalities!

water.

in

name, is it not, for a

and police, in all but the lower grades not

number of

slander by

is: concerned,

personalities of the campaign

lution. Renovated judiciary, law officers

one

he

as

sured that so far

York, Nov. 29, 1872.

manners

mendacious

press and speech, begs the injured to be as-

The prospect opening in city affairs, for
1878, amounts, we hope, to a morai revo-

in the

gone in advance of civilization

and

settle-

ments, so that one can go to and get a home-

stores which baye been

One in
and mons,
for yéeks street,
lod
sandwiched bery near |

An

editor,

or

journalist=-one

who

was

other items must be deferred,

THE B. AND M. RAILROAD.
Among the railroads contributing to this
result, and perhaps more than any other, is

are legrning something that really happened. It'has been your business and mine—

at any tate it has been mine—these twenty-

A.D. W,

stretches off westward, on

the

line of the

Sunday

the

churches,

following the re-

opening of the National Assembly, has
«(ld Mormon
signal for a new series of letthe Union Pacific, at Kearney Junction, near been the
by the high clergy to their
directed
ters
and
nearer
a
old Fort Kearney, constituting
the
all similar occasions,
upon
As
cures.
eastern
the
on
ia,
Californ
to
better route
Bishop
of
Orleans
has
distinguished
himend, than thé Union Pacific itself. It is aiso
ex-immortal Bishbetter constructed than any other railroad self by his violence. * The
French journalist calls
in the State, and, what is almost a marvel op, as a facetious

Trail,” to a junction

with

in railroading, is officered by earnest, thor- him, has embraced this oppértunity of attacking the government in general and M,
ough-going Christian men.
;
In addition, its plan of selling its lands, Thiers in particular.
« Alas I" cries this worthy prelate, * for
while at first seeming to ask too high a price,
still in practice results in securing actual
settlers for purchasers, aud thus builds up
the country very much more rapidly than
does the policy of many other roads, where
speculators secure a considerable portion of
the lands. In the latter case, population is
sparse, schools, churches, and social privi-

eighty years France waits for a great soul
which shall save her. Sometimes she be-

so much as where it is all owned by actual
gettlers and cultivators. Wherever the B.
& M. road goes thé country is being rapidly
developed, villages and towns spring up in
a year, and farms are improved and remun-

only saluted a decei ful light, .’. and feeling herself again about to faint, she repeats
with indescribable grief, the words of the

This may seem like fulsome puffing, but it is
literal truth.
Diiring the past year nearly a dozen thriying towns have sprung up on its line, of a

not consider Mr Thiers as the man specially

leges few, and the land is not actually worth

lieves

she

sees it,

resplendent

upon

the

horizon of the future and of her destinies.
She believes in it, and delivers herself entirely up to it, for she is confiding and"generous. Then suddenly she perceives that
she has

been

and

sarpris:d,

Scriptures;—‘Ab!

that

she has

he belonged wot to the

race of those who save

nations!’ "—=It is

erating in a marvelously short space of time. plain that Monseignenr Dupunloup ‘does

here, where two years since the buffalo and

raised up by Providence to Sve France,
nor is it upon the particular shade of the
Right,to which this Deputy-Bishop belongs,
that the President looks for support.
All parties are now preparing for the reof the

opening

National

is to take place on the 11th.

Assembly, which

It is now cer-

tainly known that M. Thiers will only sup-

port two of the Constitutional projects to
be presented to the Assembly, viz.: th
of prolonging the power of the President
for a period of four years, and that of elect-

antelope held undisputed sway, than be- ing ‘& Vice-President, or, what is more
tween Nebraska city and Lincoln, where probable, that of investing the President of
the aforé-time policy of the government al- the ‘Assembly with the power of acting as

the teller, counting so fast you

follow him,

‘and ‘says’ *

can

hardly

flings out one without pausing,

That's a fraud,”

T can hardly

It looks like the others, tome.

future home,

r bybeniA

i

ooo
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ap

Gi

The gréhtest drawback to ns is the Wind,

Blowingin Winter 80 Keenly from the notth,
in summer $o strongly from the south
‘and
tell mie so that 1 own detect a fraud also.
all the time, to be sure, for some of
'digiot
makes
he
‘marks
He cin not ‘do it The
so still, $6 “dbso9 me to, be. applied YH# tithe the atmosphereto’ is constitu
ont are tao im
te & novel
as
ss,
Hiotibnle
Titely
But
£ quests:
different
to | to another, note. | Besides, theyuseare my
qu
of
ce
‘experien
‘stratife
“and
:joutcould
I
| with every case. If
l T conld ‘sometimes fE'does blow, so that one needs
‘bank notes,
| nalists news instoniinig

ey of the presidential chair, the two pro-

joots ‘above-mentioned are’ cofisidered urgent,

be laid before the
and will doubtléss

Askémbly

soon after the opening of the

gostion. “These ‘projects, with those touchof the army, public
ing the og

ékpenises and primary instruction, Will oc-

Well, we

must. give it up, lies will have

though in some parts

Harvest festival “Was hi

asus!’

than

“tide of

till it had ‘rooted HEI over the

whole

‘breadth of the praities, and touched

the Pacific sda:

Lately
it lias Been journey—

ing southivard; and since
thé

it has

regularly urged its observance
by precla-mation, there are few States which ignore
jit.

There

‘was apparently more

than the

average amount of havoc among the turkeys
and chickens this year ; and while the family

However, fears have constantly been entertained by several leading journals, lest

the project should be so medified by the
government before the opening of the new
session, conyoked for the 14th, as to render

the adoption of it repugnant to the feelings
of the liberal element of the nation, which
desires nothing more than to see certain
feudal. privileges give place to the rights
which the citizens of most other nations
enjoy. These fears seem not to have been
wholly unfounded.
Numerous modifications are to be introduced info the project,
although the previse nature of them is mot
yet known.
The ministerial ‘organ, the

reunions were many and” precious, the laws

of physiology were largely contemned, and
even the opened sanctuaries abounded in
empty pews. The good dinners provided
for the homeless, the ‘orphans, the poor, the
prisoners in our penal, hénevolent and re-formatory ' institutions,” &o., were many ;
and bere, perhaps more than almost anywhere else, the real spirit: of the festival
founda true expression. ‘Beston took the:

lead among citiesin féeding®the hungry and
giving genuine sympathyto
the feasts of this sort spread

; for
ost within

gight of the desolation left by'the fire were
many and large, and she half forgot her own
griefs in her effort to
happy, and ‘found her
the thanksgivings that
ears. She had many

make the sorrowful
sighs smothered by
were potwred into her
copyists too, and so

there were numerous bursts of gladness
which came out from the very citadels of
sorrow and went up to the ear of heaven.

DEATH OF HORACE GREELEY.
Horace Greeley died at the residence of a
friend in Tarrytown, N.X., on Friday evening, at the age of 62. Exhausted by intense and unremitting labor, worn down by
the special excitements, anxieties and disappointments of the campaign, and sorely
smitten

by his experiences while watching

Provincial Correspondence; has seen fit to at the bedside and witnessing the death of
enlighten the public as te the real intentions of the government with: regard to
matter.

1t results

from

this

article,

his wife, even his naturally vigorous system

lacked the recuperative energy that alone
could bear him through a strain se, fearful..

which

His special disease was inflammation ef the

will tend to conciliate the vdtes of the two

brain, which rendered him more or less un-

chambers,

as-

conscious of what was passing around him,

sures its readers that the essence of the
project is to be preserved. If, as muy be
supposed, the project is to be made acceptable to the Upper House, it can only be
made so’ by not essentially modifying the
Privileges enjoyed by the feudal gentry,
which are being attacked by the liberal
party. If, on the contrary, the government is really determined not to change the
base of the project, it can only be carried
out by creating a sufficient number of new
members to the Upper House, to secure the
required number. of votes in favor of the

and made the faces of his most intimate
friends strange. . He died very peacefully at
last.—It was a marked man that fell when

project.

and deal nobly with his virtues and tenderly
with his errors and faults,,

although

the same

journal

C. M.
&

Kentucky

pare

Ky.,

Nov.

26.

I have spent much of this last summer
and early fall in different portions of this
1

tremendous worker, an

am only confirmed

in my former

convictions, that Kentucky must fall into
line, and conform to the spirit of the age,

and blend into harmony

with

earnest

student

of

history and life, he has made journalism wear a new grandeur and carry a larger
meaning. He has truly served liberty, and
defended justice, and made the nation his
debtor. His late candidacy was the great
mistake of his life; but a generous and

grateful country will honor his good motives

MR.

Correspondence.
Berea,

state.

he was stricken, and his, departure is a national loss, Original, able, enterprising, a

Sefiator

SUMNER'S RETURN.

Sumner

arrived

in

New

York

from his foreign tour, last week. He was
a passenger in the Baltic, whose crew rendered a noble service on the voyage in tak--

ing the imperiled
vessel.

sufferers from a wrecked:

He was: promptly

interviewed on

his arrival, of course, and the reporters go

the sister even beyond their usual length in telling

states in the great movement for Liberty,
Equality ‘and Right.
You will remember that at the beginning
of the war, there was in Kentucky a ma-

how he looked, what he said, how he seemed
to feel, what he thought of European celeh--

dation ;—advance to a re-assertion of former

He finds himself $5000 poorer by the Boston:
fire, but that troubles him very little. En-

rities

and

affairs, and

what

his

policy

is

likely to be as an American senator and’
jority for the Union.
The slave-holding statesman. His health - seems much imoligarchy, however, held the press and the proved, his spirits appear pretty good, his
offices. They, by falsehood, deceived many ; political position seems to be recognized as
and by intimidation silenced others. Time awkward and perplexing, and he only rehas brought light. The overthrow of the sponded in generalities when questioned .
slave power has removed much of intimi- respecting party issues and national affairs.
convictions is manifest. There had been
steady progress; but since the election in
August, there has been a Republican gain
in the state of thirty thousand. Another

such

advance,

and we

glish and European statesmen honored him
freely, he was the notable person on the
steamer, his arrival and return to public
life is an event of national importance, and
few men’s words will be waited for with a
more general or curious interest than his.

shall have in the

state a Republican majority of twenty
thousand.
This state progress, with the national
triumph, will be an effectual suppression of

He thinks better of France than before she
spewed out Napoleon and put M. Thiers into

Ku Klux, and a’ restoration of peace and

the Presidency. He has not said so, but we
believe he also thinks really better of his

sion asa

mode

‘of baptism,

own

since

they amswered his

PRIDE AND CHARITY.
The donations offered and sent in to aid
the sufferers from the Boston fire have testified to the sympathy and generosity of the

American people.” But manyof the leading
citizens of the plutky puritan city object to
asking or receiving ontside assistance. They
claim that Boston; burdened as she is, can

and 'to church

take care of herself
dud of’ the'many whoth

k
in dependencyas a polity.
The tinte has come in which Northern
pet ean’ Mot only ¢ome with safety, but
and co-operation in‘sll
also with (sympathy

the conflagration
had left smitten and destitute, and insist that she must not beg, and
that it woulddiscreditable
be
for her to ac-

cept éharity, - Henoe;

good works. + They can come ‘with their
families; ‘and help build up schools and

extended

countrymen

fusillade upon Geant by giving’ him an additiohal term in ‘the! White House.

and hesitatingly that would

Jg¥rive slowly

otherwise come

pouring in as a stream;
whd even'the collee~

tupy the ‘Assembly until’ the summer of churches, ‘and with their capital help devel-

renewal of the: Chamber for the , discolution.

Ald G0 mANKSGIVINGEies

emigration

tions of her own citizens
for! the ‘needy
rather ‘drag thin otherwise. : That -showsa.
pluck that
has value and promisein’
it; but
does it not also show & little false pride and
weak egotism? Harvard University owns
her needs sud welcomes aid. As a result,
subscriptions multiply so that they have
a'rady gone up to $100,000 or more.
study.
of
course
practical
and

Seva
1878, at which time, at ‘the latest, the" pro- op thé country: ©
Our literary institation is doing well
Visory character of the present ‘Assembly
moré-positive and We buve nearly two hundred. pupils; male
to be fh danger ‘ust make way for some
7
©
and female, colored and white. We have
on.”
organizati
Tt ont do to. Qeflhite
hile professors and five lady teachers.
five
still
ntér
Right-Ce
thé
of
journals’
1608e, or one of "The
three good buildings for college
you lose them. agitate the question of a fusion between: We live We are prepared for a thorough,
purposes.
partial
a
the two centers, so as to substitute

together, not
tell as’ quick as the batik clerk thelie from 46 be well tied of his
parts,
soma
losing
‘of
tickets ‘the truth. As it is, I am as helpless to
got whien the
distribu
around
lying
things
my neighbors ‘have
ard sold. No other concert, or particulars, ‘bank fraudsas the;lies.massAndof whichlof
0's will be missing, and
them the
politioal
to
are
onthe
yet,
and
ned,
. .are.4ometh as mentio
drawback is the lack of timber,
‘Another
P
s
perniciou
more
the
baseror
tive inside walls of the large. store occupied is the
of the State this is al-

4

gota recognition

confidence. ‘We ave ‘prepared for Northern
lowed a large potion of the land to fall Into President of the Republic, in case of the emigration. We desife that men of piety,
ndouth wide open o swallow the hands of speculators, by private entry. death of dismissal of M. Thiers. It is dfiterprise and ¢apital ay come in {dnd no
#hid §
Mi oye
a story abodt Grant or Greeley which we Non-resident owners are the ‘greatest curse, known that, according to the proposition of Tass of ‘én ‘could ‘Come with 'betiér pros:
‘knows, even without specific of a new country. Happily, this portion of M. Rivet,adopted by the Assembly,
instinctively
the dura- pect ‘of shobess than Freewill “Baptists.
wr
!
them
of
clear
is
Staté
the
imposture,
wholly
halfor
be
to
n,
informdtio
tion of the powers of the President depends Baptists atid Disciples ‘were large * denomiAt Lincoln, the B, & M, road maintain, pon the duration of the Assembly.
“ ‘with most
we can pity him), “but we can’t help him.
Without nations ‘in ‘this’ state. These,
No use to tell him what you know;he in conpection ‘with their depot, an Immi- a prolongation of his presidential term, the otter denominations, wee adsocinted with
wants fo know ‘how do you know?’ and grants Home, where cooking, washing, and dissolation of the present Assembly would slavery and rebellion. ‘They have lost mubh
that 13. just” what you: can't enable him to other living facilities are, provided, free, of divest him of ‘all authority, and thus leave of their former prestige. ‘The people ‘are
{
poy
rod
expense, for. the temporary use of immi- the country with no Exeééutive power at the ready for an association moré genial.” They
«
know!
T'make a deposit of bills fa the bank, and grants, until they can select and secure their head. To dvoid this, and a possible vaoan- “are already educated to the idea of ivimer-

so,.eritically to serutinize
on. rs:
five yea
news. When'we seea good neighbor with

!

land, thén went Westway

ed that the government was determined to
elect new members enough -to the Upper
House.to insure the success of this project.

this

European Correspondence.

7

ori’

rr

wd

“Fhe

announc-

that a compromise is to be arranged

BRrusskLs, Nov. 9, 1872.
The
circular
of M. Jules Simon, adthe Burlington and Missouri road. Enferdressed
to
the
Bishops
of France, relative
it
east,
the
on
outb,
ing the State at Plattsm
to the offering up of prayers in all the
runs through Litcoln, the capital, and then

How does he know ? He tries, perhaps, to

certs; it/isip

Its import is that, whoever has the

system.

made for a journalist and has been made
into a journalist—is almost the only kind of
man who is not liable to be ever so. gross- little over one hundred miles, between Linly abused and duped by political ealumnies coln and Fort Kearney, and counties organand other. canards. Most of other people ized only one year ago—as was this, Adams
are helpless victims of the base journalistic "Cotinty—now contain three hundred or more
art. For instance, they can easily be made voters, and many more families who have
to believe that the Herald is onr greatest not been here long enough for their heads
paper for news, or to read the local articles to secureas yet ‘the right of the elective
and reports of the Sun and imagine. they franchise. There are actually more settlers

believe it.

wear

is

stead from our benignant Uncle Samuel on
the! railroad—in two senses. This latter
cause has also produced another marked result; in that the settlers are of a more intel- to let them run loose on the open prairie,—
ligent and cultured class than are willing to strange as at first sight it may sem.
But this article is already too long, and
go far from railroads and the appliances of
each ‘one of us, if we will but go and takeit.

saler of cruel and

York Correspondence.

that we shall hardly recognize them.

Railroads, unlike those in older States, have

classes and poi-

Who
for gambling and dishonest gain.
supposes that it, is- not .‘‘ made all right"
with police and magistracy, in a liberal and
:
private manner?
One of the results of the election deserving to be noticed, is the taking back of all
the slanders that have been heaped on opposing candidates, and a general clasping
of hands over the “ bloodless sar-casm”,
as NAST puts it, in which all the lies and
outrages upon character, with the manifold
freud and cheating of the campaign, have
been swallowed up, One prominent whole-

parting hours to

strenuous

3.

ernment is rich enough and willing: to give

soning thousands of ‘youths with the mania

;

eling;

yet reached, with the

capacities;

cative of its frnit-bearing

| hundreds of thousands of dollars from the
pockets of our employed

As some barbaric monarch, dying, wears
His richest robes snd dons his brightest crown.
autumu’s

The whole

carried off the first prize at the American
Pomological Association is sufficiently igli-

thing is no less transparent as a cheat than
us a direct gambling process. And yet it
has gone on for months under the noses of
police and magistracy, (aking, probably, civilization
even} to get the farm the gov-

The violets peep to Hght from sheltered nests.

what

Law, answering , almost exactly to

known in other States as the ** Fencing In”

Gr.

nrhen

-

served more widely

tion of the question relative to the re-orfan-

grounded, as the official journals

onN

Events
of the Week,

|

toward the fourth milliard. Thus, by next
summer, a financial guarantee will be given to the German government for the payment of what remains, and the nation can
begin to look forward with more confidence
to the future,
:
. ‘The abrupt closing of the session at Berlin by the Prussian governmént; led the
House of Deputies to expect a liberal solu-

hundred feet for such water as this, to using

hpi

”

the treasury contains a sum of 600 millions

ization of the circles and districts, belonging to. the six eastern provinces.of Prussia. This expectation seemed to be- well-

ers, but I prefer, if I must, to go down an

seid

tends to complete the first three milliards
before the end of the year. Besides this,

run steadily, with either a light or a strong
wind. T know not how it may be with oth-

Reekoning up in Minnesota; while the fact that Nebraska ‘advantages of stock must have also what-

judiciously from time to time,

And "mid the dead leaves nestling ‘neath the feet

other,

that is both new and exhilarating.
in the central or western part of the State.
Wells are bored with great augers, going
Probably no State in the Union has had so down a hundred feet in a couple of days,

taining families én route for a ‘* homestead”

pine tubing, or with
and then tubed up
in the State, In
a concrete tiling —
are attached, so
lls)
many cases, wind-mi
themselves, and
e
regulat
to
as
cted
constru

crowd. They, of course, know where fhe
« placers” are placed, and pick them off

The low winds whisper, tossing merrily
The scarlet tassels of the mountain ash;
The lingering roses, gale and faint and sweet,
Smile, opening to the warmth their fragrant
breasts,

the good, who

During the past season the immigration gree in temperature between winter and
into Nebraska has been immense. Not only summer—deliciously cool in the latter, and
have the railroads had their resources much much warmer than the atmosphere in the
increased by Nebraska settlers, but every former—is perfectly filtered from impuriroad m the State leading westward has been ties, and is so deliciously sweet and refreshdaily lined with *‘ prairie schooners,” con- ing as to afford an experience in drinking

outside of the gang of confederates in the

The sullen river wakes to glint and flash,

New

the floor and

many of the rich chances are allowed to go

—

New

is taken

found them with a degree of uniformity
amounting to $83 returned for $100 paid in.
But nobody except the dupes supposes. that

St. Martin’s Summer.

the

Aygtert

-

4

This projeet is also favored by oertain deg:

large am influx of population during the
year us Nebraska. And this immigration,
body wants their * tickets.”
Not only are shese 70,000 tickets on the while largely from the older western States,
walls, but the large number sqld off daily still represents nearly every part of the
are replaced with fresh ones as fast as the world.
CAUSES.
walls get -bare-looking. I -can safely say
that the whole 70,000 have been sold off
Among the causes leading to this larger

by enterprising purchasers.

A soit, sad loveliness, a perfume rare,

-

Flr

EEETEITY

MP

union of the
walmwat, &c: ~Thave picked | acedsion:to remark, the honest
le;
black
of map
two
Centers
would
certdinly.
inure
the sucbf which was

ums, 00 percentage pJanuary 6th.

jis sent for the Star is allowedin addition.

Seems round

sum

several times over, for that one concert, ‘immigration are:

of intentional frand,

‘When Agents receive

187g

pa
re

the, seed
num, and Jet them go in peace as mere per- walpiuts from tiees; dozen
of some government not inclining : toyears since. The cess
a
than
less
planted
sonalities written in water?
No, we ‘are’
wand
either extremes; butthe two. Centers,
doors
our
to
coal
brings
d
too good-natured Wheh we’ feel like doing B. & M, railroa
although'more nearly allied to each other
this. If we do not resent liés with undy- at from eight to ten dollars per ton, accord- than
any of the other parties belongingto
is
there
ing 'fntdlerance, wé are on the round 6'Be- ing to location, and. in most, places
sides of theHouse,stilkhave one
opposite
the
use.
present
for
come liars ourselves.
:
Vion. | timber enough
of difference, which renders
point
of
essential
. In some localities, also, there is a lack
—
'
doubsfifl,mot to say im-’
highly
fusion
their
from
going
of
ty
‘surface water, and a necessi
:
i
ence.
e possible.
Nebraska Correspond
‘sixty to one, hundred and twenty-fivfeet
It
is
announced
that
the:
French
governIn
,
Ie
a
TL afr—
surfage
toward China forit, under the
'KENEsAw, Nov, 18, 1872, : such cases, however, the water secured is ment will pay 200 millions towards the war
indemnity this week. The government inNEBRASKA IMMIGRATION.
|
absolutely exhaustless, will net vary a de-

af air do not take
blushing managers of the
the trouble to pretend to suppose that any-

DECISIONS.

who takes

ji
ro
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nil nisi bodeparted with a_good-natured_

agement of the rest. The ticket is tossed
on the floor, where bushels of them acecumulate daily, to be swept up and burned
after closing. The buyers want nothing of
them ; théy know as well as you or I that
there is to be no ‘* concert”; and the un-

quired by
law.
sted to mote
Fach subseriber 18 particularly
the date on the label for the expira
of his sab~
soription, and to forward what is due for the ensning
year, without further reminder from this office.
Any person

Ju

their day, But when they ‘Have bad their ready remedied by the raising of groves.

winner, with a loud anto the
given
nouncement of the amount, for the encour-

e8 ma
ol
ce money
0!
ducted from the amount due, When fin sont, Agents
to make their remittances
ate pastionisly req
as large ad possible and thus save XPONSLS,
Papers are forwarded until an
it order is
received by the Publisher for their
discontinummce,
\
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BY HESEKIAH BUTTERWORTH,
Sa

morning was in the happy home of brother

few

hymns

that

are

associated

still

\

The calm retreat, the silent shade,
With prayer and praise agree,
And ge'e m by thy sweet bounty made

of his accustomed

diligence.

For those who follow thee.”

The

occasion of the writing of this hymn

A

A EE

EO

WS

A

A AB

TE

AIA a.

ancholy, in whieh his sufferings had been

man who was separated

of his sorrows, and take

in the ways of godliness. SomeoF Ar
you
may remember the Unitarian Bengali who
was in America twelve or thirteen years
ago. His name is Gangulie. I saw him
and his family. They sometimes attend our

accompanied him thither, and here

left him among strangers.
As soon as his brother had departed, the
poet felt the solitude of his situation, and
his despondency began to return. He wandered forth into the fields; it was a lovely
country, and his spirits began to revive under the influence of the “charming rural
God.

Like

the

meetings, he being

on

lower classes, and said,

their way to

companionship; his heart burned within
him, and he longed to find a secret place
for prayer. He at last came upon a secluded place, overhung by a green bank and
here

he

knelt

down,

him

intent

my soul loveth I'”

After church, he immediately went to the
solitary place under the mossy bank where
he had found so mueh comfort in praying
on the day before, and here agaiv he enjoyed very remarkable spiritual refreshment in prayer.
* How,” he says, in reshall

I

where she is teaching, and from

ex-

' presi'what the Lord did for me, except by

broken

that

should you ever get there.
The friends of the mission will be glad to

ever seen, have had a similar experience.
Madame Guyon, whose deeply spiritual

hymns

Cowper

great

himself translated, - took

delight in praying

in solitary places.

Mary, the mother of Wasashington, used to
pray daily among some secluded
near the river that flowed by her

rocks,
home.

Jonathan Edwards began his life of prayer
by

holding

little meetings with his young

companions in the woods. Another has
sung as sweet an experience ;
'* How sweet were the breezes

Piel
”

7
3

3

i

ph
.

od

A

Fi

apa

Beid

has

wilderness.

Among

the . forests,

with only the ‘ruife advantages of the log

organized.

sibly go. Don’t delay. You may
die before you have been the means of Savi ing one
soul, then how poor you will feel in heaven,

poorbe oppressed ? If not, then facts incontrovertibly prove that man has resisted the

providence,

“die

in

Easily Lost.

Solomon

here

states

a well-known faot,

to illustrate the importance

of guarding

against little sins, A note. in the Comprehensive Commentary says,—‘In all insects,
there is an acrid, volatile salt, which, mix-

lived

ml eb Vy |

Sherburne

church

for

seventeen

speaketh,”

thy of a good name, we can not respect

less can we secure the re-

spect of others.—A good name is a source
of influence. Every one desires influence
over his fellow men. A good name secures

years

a large portion of this time, he also “| this. There is radiating from each one an
good
had
of from one to three other influence, either good or bad.—A
name
increases
and
directs
that
influence
churches,
sometimes
administering the
Lord’s Supper on every Sabbath of the to a proper end. To establish a good repDuri

month.

Thirteen years he

ulation

preached to the

is not the

work

of a

day,

neither

side till his death, the 3d of last August.
During his residence at Binghampton, he

is it gained by some one great, heroic act.
But. few have opportunity for that. It is
only gained by faithful continuance in well
doing, daily performing the duties we owe
| to God aid man,—the observance of the
every day duties of life, the little things as
well as the great and praise-getting acts.
A truly Christian character embraces all
the duties of morality, benevolence and
piety. This is a good name in its highest
sense. But it may by a little folly be lost.
A little pride ard vanity, a little loafing

preached to the Apalachian, Warren, Wind-

in stores and shops, a little obscene conver-

church at

Oneonta,

Holmesville,

Plainfield, Brookfield,

Oxford,

na, German Flats,

Lebanon

and Smyr-

1st, 2d, and

3d Co lum-

bus churches,—all were recipients of -his
labors. The Holy Spirit seemed to go with
him. At one period he was for seven consecutive years continually in revivals. In
1854 he removed to Binghampton, remaining there for ten years, returning to Sherburne in

1864,

where

he

continued

ham and Vestal churches.
Father Rowland was a man
Christian

labors,

yet, like

to re-

sation,

Paul,

his

*‘ sharp

dealings, a little

of arduous
own

hands administered to his necessities.

a little

The |
early part of his ministry was at a time
when many F. Baptists regarded it as
wrong for a preacher of the gospel to receive pecuniary reward for his services; besides, the churches, with which he spent his
life were generally poor; hence he was a
man always in lowly circumstances.” His

practice”

extortion,

an

in

our

occasional

jovial glass, a little dissipation, a little imprudence in social intercourse, excites suspicion, stains the fair reputation, and many-

tongued gossips soon destroy the good
name. Once lost, it is not easily regained.

No

one is more seriously injuredby a little

folly, thax the professed ministerof Christ.

As

a teacher

of him.

of others, more is expected

All eyes are

upon

him,

and

which,

his

darkness.”

numerous

Yours aff.,

The Dying
An

re

cloth was
was con

Bible and travel with it; go to the

and the Desert, and the Dead Sea are there’
so that the best
guide-book through the
country is the

that.

to.die.’

‘Well,

father;

I will go to Jesus.”

not

‘To Jesus!

were acknowl
as real, bitter mistakes,
made by the person who stated them. One

superintendent said he had * been gui
every blunder on the list, except the

classes upon funeral occasions, yet he is A little folly may blast his good name forsaid to have never received but three dol- ever, destroy his usefulness, and bring lastupon the causeof God.
larsin money for these services. He bap- ing disgrace
* Let him that thinketh he standeth, take
tized over eight. hundred - persons, some of
Ww.
them prominent men in central New York. heed lest he fall.”

er from Petersbu

At the

time of

his

death, he

was

in his

‘

eighty-ninth year, tall, and erect for a man
f his years. He rarely ever walked with
i
'
:
.
a staff, his hearing

had

ed but little,

A

Letter

to

a Universalist.

» DEAR FRIEND :—It is from no lack of interest that I have neglected to answer your
letter written so long ago, wherein you ac-

knowledge that the Scriptures teach, ** without holiness no man shall see the Lord,”
—i, e., enter Heaven, but assume that the
disciplinary providences, laid by the hand

of God upon men in this world, purify and
fit them for happiness in the world to come.

I admit this may
part of

be the purpose on the

God; he plainly

declares that

he

rE,

fn 0 lh Te

father, I was never

Some workers, who feel themselves to be

far from giants, were comforted in soul
when they heard the confessions of such
men as, Ralph Wells, Dr. John H. Vincént,
George A.

1 am

theirs.

Why,

you when you came home drunk and

.

and

make

sacrifices

'

oyer-

to his

he commands, which,

ne dificis ey ond i gl

2. hap: or exacting;His, m _
the nextelidag. brother
and,Berges
| mating
gf
To
hus
bebe;

power of choosing a |

£

poe

8-1

}

ft

uy

Vos

svi

it

deo

They had been chastinly or wholly

abus-

together

about

mistakes,

successes,

plans

3

Squire, 1 110knelt down; he prayed ; 1 follow-

the success of many teachers is what may
be called Proftfsionalion and of this i
how, or how long, but this I know, that goes on to say:
light, comfort, peace and joy Bled m soul,
It is oy easy to fall into a fixed way ‘of
as I rejoiced in a sin-pardoning
doing Christian work. But while wé need
wife came in, the childre Tolleorod and um She on of habit, such ‘work, Movin,
fell on their knees wick 2 the bed ; we all
eman
rejoiced, and when
I raised my head to bless
oe i inst "in
Souvarids, he was
;
m wafted aw
Jon Ty
Pr
of my repentance
His taste
heaven—he yh. an eye witness to that jo y Baer
, repeating his words—niy heart was
broke; he ed me T know not where, or

which is among the gn ot God
sinner that

es a

repenteth.

were

clasped asin rayer, and Hiss
a
rh
I
sealed his lips in death.”
Thus, my brother, seeing what the Sunday-school can do, be
wh fiumogeabi

always abounding in the workof the Lord
forasmuch as you know that your laboris
not ni vainrin the Lord.-#§. §. Treasury.
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they

for the future and encouragements from the
past.
We purposely withhold a list of these
forty mistakes from our readers, because
ell, my son, what are they ? Ifit is in we wish our superintendent friends, far and
my power, I will do them.’
‘Father, from:
near, to see how many mistakes they ean
ise me that you will drink no more wh
themselves write out from their own expethis is the cause of all poor mother's
dis- rience, If it be forty, or twice, or less than
tress,
and
if you would
not drink,
forty, ask God to he p you to remedy them,
you would be
a good man, and moth- and ‘watch and work to correct
thers. —
er and the children would be so happy. Christian at Work.
Well,
father, now promise me that
Jou will pray.’ ‘Pray! why, I dont kaw
w to pray!’ ‘F
or, kneel down
ProressioNALisM.
The Sunday-school
my bed, and 1 will teach you how to no
Times remarks that one great hindrance ‘to

| plans and purposes, the laws and regula. | Writtenit.

meet | manin his “own.

and

because

to those in country districts. ‘Though the
schools be small, yet it is profitable to talk

of

ed poor mother and the children; and 1 saw
that you could not injure me. Now, father,
I am going to die,and would die quite happy
if ou would
promise me to do two things,’

bal
lay; | Log rosswe EE
ot if Sa and we Aitaa the
and forloverbis | and
sducation,
Ho Juasa trend.He ofwas
remarkable
to create Ting pricy

Sidi "0 his

others,

blind to it before, but
a error is thie
first step toward Aobope-n.
We commend this kind Hy social consultition to the practice .of Sunday-school
workers outside the
cities, and even

these.Join. avo, satisfied?, He. always | Does nt the Most High. rule in the king- | Yorkshire village I know "one Th
True, in regard to. all his eternity-lgid

Bell, and

saw that these acknowledged leaders are,
after all, fighting the same battles, and
meeting many of thé same difficulties which
come to humble and obscure workers.
These hundred meu were profited by this
exercise, not simply
because confession is
ood for the soul, but also because, when
e brethren, one by one, opened their hearts
te speakof mistakes
in their own management, those who listened could generally
see—as in a mirror—that the error was also

to die,

afraid

inia, who h

to be present, sai ‘he felt all theev:
as
if he were in a hail-storm. “The very first
mistake named,” said he, “hit me square.
I was obliged to say, ‘ That means me,’ and
so with those that ollowed ; they have come
pelting down upon me ; not one has missed
its mark.”

what
do
you
know
about
Jesus?
‘Why, father,
‘you know mother used
to send me to the Sunday School at the
this reason,

r-

able ‘one of chewing tobacco ;” and a strang-

corner, and the teachers told
me all about
name was a household word, over
a large public rebukes of the sins and follies of Jesus,
and tau,
BuEh me how to pray; and for
the times invite criticism on his daily life.

section of country, and he was called by all

are

ferent superintendents, and most of these

Well,

I know

If you

SUPERINTENDENTS' MisTAKES.—A hundred
| superintendents of New
York City came
on the evening of
November 28th, to
in a social, though
serious and practical way, the mistakes
made by them in their wo!
Over forty mistakes were named by dif-

Squire, my son took sick. It was evident to
me he would not recover. I sat by his bedside; he was in a doze; the tears gushed
from my eyes as I watched him ; my beart
was sad indeed! He awoke, he ‘turned his
face towards me. ‘Father, you are crying.
What is the matter” <1 am afraid, my
gol; Iam going to lose you—you are gogo ng to die, but I am

Ili think it over again.

right, why, then I'm wrong, that's all.”"—
Bible Class Magazine.

ILbad

power,

You

might Just as ‘well doubt that your cloth was
}
to your hooks.”
“ Well, well, I confess I never thought of

a little son, about nine
years old; he was
as dearto me as the apple of my eye, and
at times, when I went home from my work
intoxicated, I abused my wife, drove her
and the other children hy the house, broke
the furniture, and did all in my power to
make my family as miserable as m
If,
this little boy, when I was at the bight of
my anger, would watch me, and when 1
would sit down, would steal up to m
knee, climb up on my lap, pass his Fiede
hand through my hair, an ‘tame me down
irresistibly, when my wife and the other
children would fearlessly come in, knowing
from experience that my little son had subhis

have been

together, we see that they fit together.

for his

much altered from his usual deportment.
After stating his wants, he was about leaying my office. 1 asked what was the matter with him, he seemed so changed; he
stopped, hesitated, but made no reply. I
asked again what could have
to
make such an alteration in his whole demeanor.
*‘Squire,” said be, ‘something has oc-

in

It must

tenter-hooks. That land ‘is the m
which the Bible was east, and, when bro

seemed much subdued,

dued me, and I was

Bible.

written there on-the-spot; “just-as
must have been made and stzetehed on

writ.

curred ; I am indeed an altered man.

n, what did you mean by
ks proof, the other day

whereit was made. There you fi
Red Sea, the Jordan, the Lake of Galiioe,
Mounts
, Carmel, Tabor,
and Gerizim ; there
you find the cities of
Damascus, Hebron, 'yre, Sidon, and Jerusalem. Every mountain,
river, sheet
of water meutioned in "the
le is there,
just the place where .it is lecated. Sinai,

I frequently examined the dockets for him,
and as a conveyancer, made out deeds’ of
property which he purchased and sold. He
was a
aster, but exceedingly disagreeable in his deportment, often drunk,
and most profane in his language.
He call-

and

enohgh.

1 am sure if I had the
evidence for
Bible that I had for my
cloth, I would never doubt it again.”
“You have the same, only better for the
Bible.”
“How so?"
“ Put it on the tenter-hooks. Take the

ungovernable mpes
tem,
and proneness to dissipation, employed
me as his attorney, and

ed one day,

sure

. Some days after this, Thonas
is friend.

** I say,
calling te

an alderman

noted

and,

proved to be his, and the thief
. all on the evi
of

ten
again h

Ba

er the following facts:
"A man by the name of M.,

come to-

the cloth

i

Away. he hastened,

8.8. C

intelligent gentleman,

and holes

other
or proof il

ours will be wanted
fi 3 ae Why didu't 1 think of this be-

other

in the city of Pittsburg, related to the

taBible
ke
proof.”

other right, 5

Child's Request.

:

Leed

il

and if the hooks

S. S$. Department,

‘measures, nl), Yelded, his own yiews in | tions of he universe. the conditions of our wl
w, | ferme
the superior culture of others. | existe
nalterably
fixed beyond
con- | ine 4

i | In. the afternoon. we. attended covenant

with

.

* Bible proof? Pray what ix that?"
*“ Take your cloth to theIe ontcr-hooks on
which it was hed, mi if'it is yours,
gery hookEo
Jue come
ioe 13 the hole
through w
taken
down. There Jed
be scores
ig

" Sgripture passages, plainly implies that man
has'still the power to choose or refuse the
s+ gift of eternal life.” Oh, my friend, I be| seech you, trust not to the irresistible will
| of GGod in the matter of your own salvation,
| lest when it be too late you hear the Judge
| say, ** Why hast thou not on the wedding
| garment that I provided and willed you
| should wear?” and while you stand speech| less, knowing you might have put it on,
the word Je given, ‘ Cast him into outer

| who shall Tet nt ¢, hinder.”

ho

ly

‘¢ Precisel
“ Wel),

And Paul,—** See that ye refuse not him that

ed with sweet, or even alkaline substances,

ourselves, much

Can you tell me 4)

ud Sl as will satisfy yourself and every-

what re-

sins, and whither I go ye can not come.”

preaching was imaginative and descriptive, wills all men should be saved,—1st Tim.
excelling in exhcrtation. He seemed to 2 :4—and to lead us to fulfill his willl,secure
logians ever stirred up, the one in regardto embrace truth more with the heart than our salvation, he doubtless ‘‘ chastens us
the Trinity is the darkest, muddiest. If our with the head. . He was a friend of the for our profit,” that we may be * partakers
slave, an advocate of temperance, and a of his holiness.” Heb. 12: 10,
mission can clearly answer the pig
lover of the missionary cause. He. was
This brings us to the question, Is man
“ Whois Jesus Christ?” and also sw.
benevolent
beyond his means, abstinent in subject unconditionally to the will of God
away the theological fog that often ay
between the inquirer and the great sun of his habits, and unassuming in his manners, ‘in’ this matter? Does he, through this
righteousness,
it will help many a poor soul taking the Jews seat. unless bidden to chastening of the Lord, invariably become
He did not seem io pos- holy and enter Heaven, or has he power to
(who can not nw see how Christ is ‘‘ The come up
way, the truth and the life,”). into the king- sess that depondent;. ‘self-reliant spirit, | ‘resist the will of the Master,and through his
that . commands the «deference of others, sinful courses, treasure up to himself “‘wrath
dom of heaven.
right
or wrong, but rather, seemed to long | against the day of wrath P»
Bub this letter is growing 100 Jarge.. On for
love and recognition, ‘Who can doubt
You say,
‘What is puny man that he
the afternoon. of Sept.
20, 1 bade 'adiento
‘Midnapore, and the next moming, when that now, in. the. soeietyof the redeemed. should elaim power té“resist the Almighty ?

y

sins,”

his power of choige, is fully recognized.
Christ says,** If any man will come
4. e.~
wills to come, * let him come, and take of
the water of life freely.” And again, “Ye
will not come unto me_that ye migh t bave
have life, therefore, ye shall die in your

much needed amongst the natives as correct
views of Christ. Of all the muddles theo-

i

their

mains but the threatened punishment of
“ everlasting destruction from the presence
of the Lord, and from the glory of his power?" 2 Thess. 1:9.
To save man from this fearful penalty

so doth a little folly him that is in reputation

his labor here, between eighty and ninety
members were added to this church by
baptism. _ He preached continuously to the

parents think it
daughters marry
they often give
these men, and

He

question.

“You don’t want it unless A tally
will of God from Adam 1ill the present day. yours?”
“And if they thus resist, and notwithstand- | “Certainly not.”
** And you want proof that is simple, plaia,
ing all the disciplinary ‘appointments of

for wisdom and honor.”

During the first three years of

he read the 8
without - glasses.
His
a great honor
mild and pleasant, though
countenance w
Coolie Brahtheir girls in to the writer there always was a shade of
sadness in his expression.
then supportIn his preaching he was nota metaphythem under the paternal roof. While I was
in M. brother H. completed an excellent tract sician, nor a controversialist, but rathér
in Oriya, and he has written another in leading his hearers as a brother or a father,
English which he is about to translate into in the paths of his own experience. His
Oriya. It will come out in Bengali, too, 1 mind had little of the philosophical cast,
hope, for just new nothing else seems so but ‘more of the poetical, and hence. his
with. Hindu
to have their
mins, hence
marriage to

description

“ Friend Stetson, I have found a piece of
cloth which I am sure is the one which was
stolen from me. But how to OTe it is the

of God that murders be committed, that the
innocent suffer fiendish cruelties, that the

school-house, and the religious gatherings incites them to a brisk and lively intestine
of the settlers in each others’ calyns, young Motion, disposes them to fermentation and
Rowland had his early training. Strong in putrescence ; at the same time the taste and
body and vigorous in mind, he was a rec- color is changed, the agreeable to fetid, the
ognized leader among those of his own age. sweet to insipid.’ Soa little foily mixed
In his early manhood he taught school, dur- with the good man’s wisdom changes his
The great truth taught
whole character.
ing the winter season, for six or seven yeurs.
in the text is this: A good reputation may
In 1809 be was married to Miss Seraph
be easily destroyed, The better the repataSweetser,
At this time, none of his comtion, and the more prominent the position
panions could look forward to wealth and
occupied, the more easily is the reputation
honor with brighter prospects than he. We
defaced. ' A dark spot on a pure white garmay imagine with what ardent hopes and
ment mars its appearance more, and is
resolute wills young Rowland and his wife
more noticed, than many much darker
commenced their married life.
stains upona darker robe.
Solomon says:
Now there came a change in his plans
¢¢ A good name is rather to be chosen than
and in the. objects of his ambition. He
had for several years felt silent influences great riches.” Prov.22: 1, Again: “ A
good’ name is bettet than precious oiatmoving him to a consecration to Christ.
ment.” Eeel. 7: 1.
v
In 1812, three years after his marriage, he
No
one
shoild
be
indifferent
to his repumade a public profession of Christianity,
uniting with the church at Burlington, and tation. But a man may have a good repualmost immediately commenced preaching. tation on one point, and be very deficient
His first labors were with the Exeter church, in some other. A man may have a. good
an offshoot of the Burlington church. The reputation as a man of business, and yet
be reproached and despised for his hardnext year he was ordained as an evangel
ness to the poor. He may be reputed very
ist. From this time forward to 1821, abou:
séven years, he had pastoral charge o ¢ | generous, and yet be very dishonest. But
a truly good character covers all the deboth Burlington and Exeter churches.
partments of practical life.—A good name
In 1821 he removed to Sherburne, taking
is a source of respect.
If we be not worcharge of the Sherburne church, then just

then go on as far as your influenceycan pos-

wives, but this is the only one he

Some of the best Christians the world has

Conn., in 1784.

settled in Burlington, Otsego County, N
Y. Otsego County was then an almost un-

know that the obstacles to the zenana work
saying that he made all his goodness to pass in M., which were thrown in the way after
before me? 1 seemed to speak to him face the baptismi (sprinkling) of a zenana womto face, as a man convertseth with his friend. an who left her home and went to the
I could say indeed, with Jacob, not how Episcopal clergyman, are disappearing.
dreadful, but how lovely is this place.”
The husband of that woman now visits her
These were the experiences that produe- often, and says if she will return to him she
«ed the delightful hymn.
Here was the shall not be persecuted, but may worship
““ calm retreat” and the ‘ shady grove.” God as she chooses. This I heard from the
Her husband is a
The hymn, always delightful, bas an ad- woman's own mouth,
‘
:
ditional charm to one who knows its his- high caste Brahmin, and has several other
tory.

A Good Name

When he was eight years old, his parents

we went to a school where eight most intelligent - little - girls ‘were waiting ‘for her.
After hearing them read, she examined their
sewing, and then read to them from‘‘ Peep
of Day,” which is Bible made easy to children. How different the feeling caused by
seeing these bright and sprightly little girls
to that caused hy seeing the poor women in
the jail! Yet these women may once have
been as light hearted as the girls, but alas!
no one taught them to hate and fear sin.
Dear reader, are you teaching any soul to
hate sin! If not, begin Now, begin with
the sinning soul the nearest to you, and

on this holy employment, I could not help
saying in my heart, with much emotion,
‘ The Lord bless you for praising him whom

ferring to this occasion, ‘‘ how

‘ Though they were

born in the town of Lyme,

near, recalled many acts of kindness, and
awakened mew gratitude tor kind friends,
and especially to Him who mercifully blessed
the means used to restore health. One day
only 1 went with sister H. to her work
‘amongst the heathen. She took me to one

presence of God was on this occasion most
gloriously revealed to him,
Not only was his heart changed towards
God, but towards the worshipers. Obserying "a person near him devoutly engaged
in worship, he was led to regard him with
the deepest affection. He says: ** While
he, (the stranger), was singing psalms, I
observing

Trinita-

Benjamin Rowland.

Rowland, one of the pioneers of this denomination in central New York. He was

I was so ill, in the family of good Dr.
Bacheler, nearly three years ago. Being in
the same room where death had seemed so

him, and ‘its services had a spiritual meaning that he had never felt before. The|’ house

g the

Many will remember

¢

————

The second week of my holiday was spent
with dear sister Hallam in the house where

and

pty and expense,&

After w

.
S——
2
Among those who deserve a place in the
*¢
Dead
flies
cause
the
ointment
of the’
memory of Christians, and especially of
apothecary to send forth a stinking savor; Jesus died : but here again his free agency,
Freewill Baptists, is the name of Benjamin

*‘There’ll be no more sorrow there.”

poured out his soul to God. He felt a renewed sense of his Saviour's presence, and
had the sweet assurance that, however his
lot might be cast, Providence would direct
him’ aright.
.
The next day was the Sabbath, and he
went to church for the first time sinee his
recovery. The sanctuary seemed new to

looked at him, and,

a stanch

so very low when you first met them, they
may now be far above me in spiritual attainments.” = He speaks highly of America,
and interested me by an account of a campmeeting he attended in Massachusetts,
where he first heard that beautiful hymn :

Eniimaus, he felt the sweetness of heavenly

shrubbery, and

now

rian. He expressed much satisfaction with
the success of our mission in elevating the

was drawn out towards

disciples

six

children, whom she helps their father

Cowper went to Huntingdon, a place asciated with his best hymns and his most
nteresting
religious experiences.
His

heart

his wife

Christianity, hile she was yet a heathen.
She could not then read, but her good husband watched every opportunity to send
her messages of love, and no doubt he
prayed mueh for her. At the expiration of
six years she joined hin, and now she is the
|
happy mother of an interesting family »

he could live fr a time in retirement.

His

from

years, because he had the courage to profess

lodgings in some quietcountry town, where

Rev.

Never before did I see a school

Called on the familyof a native gentle-

longer needed the restraints of the Retreat,

-scenes.

blesses us far]! tion and. happiness,

ones,

each read portions of Scripture to her class
and explained the way of salvation from
sin. Some of the women heard with deep
interest, and it was a comfort to see and
hear how well those famine orphan girls
could preach Christ.
Besides seeing the native Christians in
our village, I had the privilege of seeing
some who belong to the church of England.

and Dr. Cotton Mdvised him to leave St.

brother

little

Miss P. and her hssistants (two good girls)

hastened his recovery, so that he no

the scene

The

them had a sort of hardened, dont care
look, others possessed as. tender affections
as the majority of Hindu women outside
the walls. After hearing their pupils read,

so extreme that he had attempted to take
his own life. The storm that had fallen
upon him had broken his friendships and
divorced his heart from the pleasures of the
world. Recovery brought with it a strong
desire for the hopes and econsolations of a
religious life.
During the latter part of his despondency,
he had been a patient of good Dr. Cotton,
a poet-philanthropist, some of whose best
literary productions are yet to be found in
choice collections of English literature.
Under the judicious advice of this most excellent man, Cowper became a Christian,
and began to lead a very devout life. The
soothing and controlling influences of re-

Albans,

labor.

that made me feel so sadly. Many of the
women were to pass years in jail. ‘Some of

is deeply interesting.
Cowper had just
recovered from a prolonged attack of mel-

Tigion

Lord

has so multiplied, or the door has so opened soon forget his farewell. The closing hours"
of his lif were also a testimony of the love
too, who had been sadiy ailing, were now to show us the work, thal now, in addition
of
Jesus. His last whispered breathing
to
the
zenana
teacher,
a
strong
wan
is
needable to eat their bread with a relish. * Their
mamma and *‘ Auntie Julia” were working ed in Bhuddruck to daily preach Jesus, Are was of love and trust in him.
And soa good man has gone, not one
with all their might, as aforeétime, I went -thiere no able young men in.our denominawithout failings, but one who was faithful
tion
who
love
the
Saviour
well
enough
to
wt
to rest, but went once with Miss Phillips to
in the storm and in the night, as well as in
'| see her school in the jail. There were be- come and work for-him in Bhuddruck ?
the calm and sunshine of day, at the post
¢
L.
CRAWFORD.
tween twenty and thirty poor, wicked womwhere Providence placed him.
Cow.
en, learnifg to read with commendable

~% Far from the world, O Lord, I flee,
His most successful war.

dan-

gerous illness as to be Able to resume a part

with

sweeter and more elevated religious enjoyments than that by Cowper, beginning,
From strife and tomalt far,
From scenes where Satan wages

Thankful was I to find that dear

9 AR

brother so far recgvere +d from his late

The

a du ring the night,

It

gone.

is death,”

of which

“ wages

* The inference from your Hue of argu |
more than we deserve, and we greatly need his testimony at theN. Y. Central Y. M., ment is, that man has not this power of
tore laborers. So long age that I have held in’ the early part of last July. The choice, but can you charge God with the would Sarin
ound many
forgotten, when, the-sisters in. the mission Sabbath preceding his death, he attended unjust absurdity of saying to Adam, * Thon rolls of clo which hg Ee hing They
e. He selected one
‘prayed the Society at home to send us a sis the Sherburne church, the recipientof so shalt not eat thereof,” and at the same time were very much
a sweet be willing (while Adam could not resist) that which he claimeda8 his. But how could he
ter to take charge of zenana work in Bhud- many years of his labor. 1t was
prove it? In doubt and
lexity
he called
druck. She has not yet come, and the work reunion. Those who were present will not he should eat it and die ? And is it the will’ on his neighbor Stetson. perplexity
i

September, left my little flock, and the next

,

There are hymns adapted to all our spiritual experjences, and there are, perhaps,
douk

baptized, here.

tinue work until the time to go to our Association in November, I, on the seventh of

From the World.”

the

i| ==** Shall the thing fornied say to him that |
young man who married one of our girlsito the hour df bis death, to
last New Year's
day. In August, five were love of Jesus was the hight of his ambi- formed it, why hast.thou made me thus P”

Feeling quite too weak and tired to. con-

Far

187 2.

i. Up aid

hisiew

is a|of love, and the work was

one “off‘whom

believers,

three

tized
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The truth lies round
about us, all
Too closely to be ou y by
So
n to our vision
that
"Tis
hidden to our thought,

;

We know what all the glories
Of the

‘We ne ds

efor the sight

Of what ‘we alwa,

56.

‘for storms and whirlwinds,
And to have a sign
appear,

© deem pot.8ed
speaking in
Wie still small Volée we hear.
In reasoning
proud,
blind leaders of
"The blind, through

do not kno

Nor

things
we know.

visible,

4

change to change,
with the stranger things,

And with familiar, strange,
"We make the
e
light.
“Po Bos he

through which we see
make the
dark;
sing we Foy R

He

won't

’low me

is was n ot merely spoken,

The old
old blanek

|

i At heaven's
gate with the lark.

i
pantomime

equivocations or aberrations from

abutment info the great™blue sea of the st
width.

ki

but

high in-

| . were one vdfot onR

Ls

The

of right over

practical faith,—such

had

ment of this poor old deformed black.

and
are hidden

ory
s for, the many families
in the pri
dh of the

that

the river's shores.

ness and thoughtful consideration
for others ;
punctuality and method and true aim, in the

ordering of each day—these are the active
developments of holy

things in his world-lesson:

He had learned:

the

the bright sward which clothes its slopes,
composed of innumerable blades of grass,

attain-

up ; and he who will acknowledge no life as

That

great

*

come
- tributes of produce
is
t.|
Hundreds of batrols of ora - jh an,

*

»

*

*

is built up of great

admire or copy.

Wit and Humor of the Bible.

He had

»

save that which

things, will find little in Bible characters to

learned the sublimer power of faith in God
for things impossible.
,

whenee

yout,

———

“Shocking!” Sy agos old saint will
cry at the very thought of it. *‘ The Bible
at book? What godless folly shall we

*

Well, of course, we ‘were. indignant
enough about poor old Cudjo, but a

haye up next?”

No, the Bible is not a jest

ang
and
var to

wtf

early

as

do

STANLEY EXPEDITION.

and improved .to the
produ
of
d
actions’; these actions will entitle me % the

:

'Q

Savious Phd Tato oe

frontest work,

uicH

bi pm ($0

|Fi ht

Aull

id

*WE raise it, sah;

me ‘n’ dis

pointing to a middle-aged
side him; **we raise it.”

yer

‘ black man

chip, not one chip. Don’t you take—'
haw! haw I” Then he
added:

boy,”

be-

10 save

nners.

en

Lu

r

y

;

4

‘ib

“Oh, out he’yr a piece.”
A lounging white man, never wanting
on a wharf,
interposed :
“Oh, this is old Cudjo. He lives up in
Julington. He's an honest old fellow.”
Now, we had heard of this settlement up
* in Julington some two or three years before.
A
of negroes from South Carolina
Georgia had been induced to come in#0 Florida and take up a tract of governland.

Some,

it

man, in

Saviour has come to save thee.”
meet with a man whe says: “Yes,
sinner, I know I am a sinner,

1517

"If we
I ama

they

land to

tled down,

should

have a solid

upon.
and

finding,

of the allotments, they
“tion that there was to

but I do not

person

has a name
to be a sinner

more.

He is'a sham

To

sinner,

and

no

of

accidentally, that

the love of hist,

of smilax, or
ers contribute

says.

regarded it with no friend:

rails and

fenced

in their land;

planted ' orange-trees;

ey

They had

acresof the scrub. palmetto,

split

:

and

And I'm thinking some

any one

aif

.~Pamphlet
on blot. Xo
on
tions,” Troe on application

Street

in meeting, seldom¥#ry

under those

w Iher. the white

men,

burning’ suns that
are competent

rare and

to

But old Cudjo had at last brought his
land from the wild embrace of the snaky
to ‘the point of

think,

baleof | cotton like the one on the wharf.

tist preaching

He bad subdued the savage

the

his down'as he’ went along.

her under, and made her tributary to

will;

Bast ¢

‘tnd

the |

up.

t, could, and’ would do,
nswormy to the coutrary notwith-

than

in ‘such a slovenly, imperfect manner, that
Wan aiid

‘The

kingdom

all

its predecessors, has

crowded

he stood .

it, mournful and

And

there

patient.

was only a continuation of what he bh

Ye: robed

alwa
always

and

xperienced,—always

cheatd. OW Cudjo
te ship
* o

was makiog the best of it in trying

mw dapance.

better, I

withered

Good

If ‘a flower's a

Jt 2

;

+

p

|

—

Thoughts.
——

Whatsoever

comes

from

God,

being

a |

talent to be improved for him, I can not but
good .thoughts to be as precious talthink

entsa8 itis possible a creature can be bless-

ed with. Bat let. me esteem them at I will,
I am stire that my Master will reckon them
amongst the: talents he entrusts me with,
and for which he will call meto.an account ;
1 ought

not to neglect them.

a fine

$H t

al concurrence

of his presence,
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installments. , New 7 octave first-class PIANOS.
all red
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GrLisE CONCORDANCE OF THE New
TesTaMENT,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students.

The reg-

ular price of the work, here and elsewhere, is $2.50.

THE MYRTLE,
This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is

7

equal to that of any other paper of its.class,
intended

for publica-

tion should be addressed to ‘‘ THE MYRTLE,”
Dover, N. H.

-

Ten copies or

copy, 30 cents a year

more

sent to one address, 20°
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price.
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They ate” diteady gr owline at the

is, this[ are in danger of marring Fellowship. and
‘resident, and muttering terrible threats,
There is such a thing as making a drag grateful and glad element should attach to Juring législation, © The flushed victors are It is time for those who mean to stand by
it. Whether it be preaching the gospel“on liable to be arrogant and presumptuous; this purposed reform,
ery and a hardship even of the mast dign
to rally to the PresiWEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 4, 1872. fied and grateful service, , There is also iH a small salary; or teaching a class of rude the defeated men are liable to nurse their dent's support, and strengthen him in his
a thing as finding delight in the toil that and heedless children ; or seeking to elevate chagrin till it deyelops into a carping eriti- patriotic purpose,
GHORGE T. DAY, Editor.
lays a heavy tax upon muscle and puts 'a and vitalize a prayer meeting that is running cism and a sullen resistance that consent to
Our FRIENDS AND THE Bosrox Fine.
“| hard strain upon patience. Oné man chiefly into frothiness or routine or stupidity ; or let the country suffer,’
43 All communications designed for publication
dealing with ‘weak “and halting ‘and wayBut we hope for better things, after all. Fresh incidents that are full of meaning,
fumes
and
frets
over
the
very
pleasantest
of
nould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
occupations; another smiles and sings while ward brethren for their good; or maintain- The triumphant, party can better afford to alike when they exhibit their fearful] their
business, remittances of money, &c., should be ad
busy with the work from which average ing a costly stand for the truth and the Mas. be generous than arrogantly provoking ; the touching or their ludicrous side, will long
dressed to the Publisher,
human nature can hardly help shrinking, ter in. politics or rnderor society : or seeking defeated party will show more wisdom in continue to recall the great firein Boston,
il because it offends natural taste and threat to lift the poor ous of poverty and the vicious its manly modesty than in its obtruded re- illustrate its terribleness, and furnish fresh
The Richest Premiums Yet!
ens to take away more than half the labor- out of recklessness; or giving’ money to aid sentments. Both will honor themselves, food for gratitude over escapes or sympathy
AER
|
good causes till the gifts cut off luxuries and win public sympathy, and prove their pa- over losses and sufferings.
er's liberty.
Two letters
We have offered rich premiums before
impose
self-denial,—no matter what the triotism real by entering as honorable rivals [Were received last week from parties in
And in the Christian sphere one finds both
now (o our subscribers, and they haye been classes of workers. Here are to be seen form or sphere of the service may be, the into the work of reforming the civil service, Boston whom many of our readers know,
value and preciousness and power of it will of uniting all sections of the country in the and from whom, in common with ourselves,
varied and valuable as. well as attractive. fidelity and cheerfulness walking hand in
depend
greatly upon its generous heartiness bonds of fellowship, and showing how lib- they will be interested to hear. Press of
hand and Tending nobility and “beauty to’
At the end of no little thought, inquiry and each other ; while near by a loungin
enthusiasm.
glad
its
and
erty and loyalty combine to make a nation matter last week, the delay of the letters,
idle"And if it have these elements it will not truly prosperous and great.
and the absence of the editor compelled a
planning, we have decided to offer a new ness is married to bitter complaint. Svar
delay in referring to them. We give them
church hss its workers who love and thrive fail. He:who asks, not half petulantly for
list, which we are sure must be set down
a brief mention now,
by toil; it is pretty sure also to have itd lag- the least and easiest service, but generously
A Reasonable Expectation.
The first comes from our old friend, M.
as both generous and ¢hoice. Look at what gards and shirks who do only what neces- ‘and bravely for what demands heroism and
L.
Morse, Esq., for several years the effipromises
large
results,
will triumph both in
sity scems to impose, and who get through
follows:
There is one thing that the people may cient Principal
in the High School of this
even these small and doubtful tasks only. feeling and in life. Such % soul will have even reasonably expect
from the present Admin- city, and the vivacious and
1. New tr,
sending $2.50, will after a
skillful éditor of
larg® amount of cynical criticism, the night of its silenee-broken with songs. istration, and that is reform
in the Civil the My»rile.
Living in Linwood Place, just
be credited to Jan. 1, 1874; or,
success. It ‘will Service. The Republican platform,
and whining jealousy and doleful &
§| It will. win its way
adopt- off
the effectually rebuke the doubters and laggards ed at Philadelphia, pledged that party to his from Summer St., the fire surged about
2. New subscribers, sending $2.50, will These personages do indeed represént
residence again and again, at times
two wide extremes of religious life, leaving and croakers, and rally the feeble and. de- it; the Liberal platform, at
Cincinnati, laid threatening prompt and speedy
receive the Star. for one year, and a copy
spondent
.
It will unfold the divine beauty
destruction,
room for many shades of characterand types
it down as a cardinal principle; and the inducing
at one time a. hurried. flight. with
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel En- of service to come between ; but they are of religion and set free its victorious power. Baltimore
: convention adopted the latter such articles
as were deemed especially
It will interpret Clirist’s statement, that kis
gravings which they may selept from the realities and not creatures of fancy:
document,
thereby calling with its own
There may be several things which con- yoke is easy, while that yoke is. worn, and voice for that special reform. Moreover, precious or valuable, and could be snatched
following list: ** The Christ-Child,” « The tribute to produce these different samples of then turn the darkened chamber of
death the President himself has been active in from the mass. He writes: “A block not
more than a hundred feet to the. west was
Heavens declare the Glory of God,” and religious life. Temperament, hygienic con- into a field of victory.
efforts to secure this reform, has repeated
pactly burned ; all the stores and dwellings
dition, early training, associations, religious
‘¢ Fairy Stories3" -or,
ly expressed himself in favor of it, and now not fifty feet north
were destroyed, and a
teaching, &c., may all have an influence.
Meeting of Congress.
again earnestly urges it. When the peo- (house less than
3. New subscribers, sending $4.25, will But
a
hundred feet eastward
is not a large part of the explanation
:
——
ple so uniformly ask a reform, and the was consumed.”
And yet his own resireceive the Star for one year, Arthur's very found in the fact, that one class of persons
Before this issue of the Star reaches its President not only urges but promises
it, dence escaped, and the absolute
losses
excellent Home Magazine for one year,and look upon earnest religious service as an readers, Congress will have assembled at. is it not reasonable that we should expect were comparatively
slight.
The
letter
unwelcome burden that a religions ‘profes- fhe Capitol, and begun its season's work, it?
overflows with grititude for the preservaa large, new and very beautiful steel Ension imposes, and which must somehow be Already, as we write, the. members of both
We do not see how the people can ask or tion that was vouchsafed, and
appreciative
graving, just executed, entitled, *‘ The borne for the sake of consistency and. the Houses are’ gathering at Washington, and expect anything else
than this reform. It thanks are expressed to the many friends
the other accepts busying themselves with the ‘consultations was one of the issues.on which they elect who have sent
Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity. safety of the soul,—while
sympathetic inquiries and
it as one of the great privileges of disciple and plans that always anticipate a new ses- ed the President. It wasa watchword
in hearty congratulations.
We heartily reThe regular price - of the Star is $2.503 of
ship, as a means of building up the soul sion and frequently fashion no small part of the campaign.
Congressmen
from both joie with our brother.
the Magazine, $2.50; ; of the Engraying, into nobleness, and filling experience with its actual work. Mr. Sumner has returned Houses, and officers in Government
Our friends, Messrs. D. Lothr&op Co.,
em~{ from Eurepe only to hasten to the scene of ploy, awake their audiences, during
$5.00 ;—makinga tofal of §$10.00. We will what is richest and sweetest and best?
the were less fortunate, Their losses by the
To love the work in hand is almost essen- his former labors,
feel the pulse of the canvass, by proclaiming it. They pledged great fire,—which consumed books, sheets,
furnish the whole for $4.25; or,
tial to a real and large success anywhere. nation it may be, an
confer with such co- it to the people in return for their votes. paper and plates deposited with the parties
1. New subscribers, sending $3.60, will This is especially true of the work assigned laborers as still
e him their confidence, The defeated party did the same.
They who were burned out,—will reach perhaps
lead, second his pro- insisted on it even more strenuously than $3,000.
receive the Star for one year, The Chris to Christians. Heart, appreciation and en- aie ready to fotlow
But for the most persistent and
thusiasm are what make toil in this field ac- posals, lend their efforts to his projects, and the Republicans, if that were possible, and laborious exerfions of the chief
partner and
tian at Work,—one o
e most vital and ceptable and fruitful. . A ‘mere perfunctory echo or ‘emphasize his
words. And other promised it as a rare gift to the people, if his assistants, who rushed into
the
buildings
practical monthly religious sheets publish- service, which. illustrates routine and lacks mén not a few are there, and more will soon the people would give them
power todo and hauled away much property by hand,
80. Of course they will demand it now; the blow would have been far heavier than
ed,—for one year, and two very choice and spontaneous fervor, may in some. sense do be, who, after long acting together as mem
for other spheres, but it is a poor thing here. bers of the same party, now meet as politi- and so. what is left but for the President
to itis.” They were just about issuing the
exquisite Chromos, ‘each ‘about 12 inches It is hard for the worker, so long as he. is cal antagonists. ‘Their repulsions and heat-:
go straight forward in giving it to them ? leading volumes belonging to their $1,000
square, entitled “Good Morning,” and “*Car- driven to it chiefly by a stern and exacting ed blood have been ‘largely affected by the
Besides, it does seem that the people are prize series, and the sheets of the new books
and “issues of a most pe
, instead of being drawn
to it by gXperiences
not to be disappointed of this reform. The and
a portion of the plates went to ashes
lo in Mischief™ “ “At ‘the regular prices, co
about $12.00 ;. or,

dertaken, for

$3.00, will

the one

enthusiasm

anew and especially beautiful Chromo, 18

and

win

of love. It fails
the

outside

President has lately taken a more

ht

is the

already taken.

to convince

observers,

for

they

shrink from aud are repelled by the cold,
legal, constrained, reluctant toil which an
or, Home Sunshine.” This Chromo, which exaction of duty wrings out of a nature |
hag just been designed and executed at a that lacks the grace to be willing and joyful
heavy expense, will be sent mounted and in the labor, but has not the courage to reExciting questions that were then opening
sist and refuse,
ready for framing.
It opens to us the
Strong
Christian work ¢s a privilege, whether we have been discussed and settled.
very heart of ‘what is pure, beautiful and have risen to this hight of appreciation or. hopes have perished. ‘Confident prophecies
a fulfillment. “Well-laid plans
not. So mot a few noble men and women hav
suggestive in domestic life, and its merits
bave found it. ‘Withall the lead of hard- have come to nothing, Overleaping ambigrow upon one by study.
ships which were laid upon the shoulders tion has been utterly baffled. The men who
and
heart of Paul,—and the list'which he were denounced so bitterly are still in office,
‘We shall net probably be able to hold
and they have received a large extension of
makes out in 2 Cor. 11: 28-28 isa
out these inducements for more than a lim- ene,—he thanks God with an adoting’ssur- power. The men who banded together to
ited period. Hence the need of sending the prise that he counted him worthy of being drive out the President and crush his supput into the ministry, and declares that the porters. have met only utter failare. The
orders and the money promptly.
loss of all things is counted as loss and dross triumph of the political victors is astonishin comparison with the excellence and glory ingly complete ; the overthrow of their anSOMETHING
ELSE.
To. all our present of the gospel service.
And Paulisfar from tagonists is’ peculiarly humiliating. How
His genuine is this likely to affect the work of Congress?
subscribers who, before Jan. 1, 1873, shall being alone in this estimate.
If we were to judge from the language
successors have appeared in every age, and
settle all arrvearages,—if any exist,—renew they have glorified almost every ecclesiasti- used in the stump speeches of the late. cam-

by 16 inches, entitled ~* Little Students,

pay-| cal circle.

their subsosplions and forward us the
ment for another ‘year,

we

will

sénd

“They are at onéé’ the saints and
heroes of the chureb, and ‘not ldss so be-

any

one of the several smaller engravings mentioned aboveyawhich they
order.
" ‘mewal

may

select

dar or on the page of the bistorian.

‘and

Or, if they prefer it, after such

re-

of subscription

for

: and payment

paigh; when the heated orators accused each
other of all sorts of follies and

They

were quiet heroes whom God has taken care
to crown immortal. ‘They were lights in

4 their own sphere which made the true path

plainer | to perplexed feet, and they have
another year, for ‘$1.75 additional, we will | gone up to brighten the eternal firmament
| and take. their places @mong the stars that
send them drfhur’s Magazine and the shine forever and ever.
Engraving entitled * The Three Graces.”
And Christian, work was not meant, to-be

crimes, and

Shear

Post-master

of Philadelphia,—which

is

in

|

to stand out against the wishes of the man

Philadelphia post-office to-day.
ly means
who

something forthe

controls

the

*| him one hundred and thirty-five thousand

tle Students,” &c¢.~N. B.

a laborer with God, and is coworking with
him in the very highest department of his

One’ of the ablest and severest of all the

work. He is Christ's disciple and helper,
aiding to bring in the complete and final

Id more completely win the confidence
guage, had a leader in the next issue after
of ‘the people than by insisting on the praothe election, in which the editor begged the |’ tieal application of these rules. There‘is a

it be under-

stood that this off8#'t5 61d Subscribers expires with Dee. 81, 1872, ©. ©
Should any

persons, ordering

the

mos mentioned in connection
with the Chris-

payments

and

ordering the

premiums, care should be taken

to specify

just what is wanted, and to write the names
and orders plainly, so that there need be no

mistakes,

misdirection, or ish 0

the

administration and everybody else to believe that all his hard thoughts and words

the honors of those great souls whose work had been written in water! Which was only
has blessed nations, whose way has left a an indirect way of saying that the three
path of light to many centuries, whose wonths" ‘vehemence really meant nothing,
memories make the air of a continent fra- and that there was no faith behind. the most
grant, and whose names have been watch- terrible charges that bad been made with
words for a thousand years. He is perhaps he intensity that a man is supposed: to use

need to send 40 ets.

in addition to the sums specified above.
In making

haust the ‘vituperative résources of the lan-

He is wearing the mantle and succeeding to

tian at Work, wish them mounted and ready
for framing, they will

anti-Grant journals, that had seemed to ex-

triumph of that kingdom which is righteousness, and peace,.and joy in the Holy Ghost.

Chro-

*| majority. In almost anyother similar case,
advocated by any other man, we would say
that the man meant to stand by his previ-

.

ous

recommendations,

A Why

shonld we

th
about civil service reform means
sofia We doubt if the President

will

be sent into the United States Senate, fo
take Mr, Wilson's chair. If then that vacaney in the

be,

Cabinet,

important

as it will

be made

should be filled under the same rules,

Mr.

an exception,

of asking

Send

to

ed.

ir

|

)

We need say nothing in fie way f-com.

mending these offers.
them suffices. we
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attractive

was marked throughout by good taste, and
was unusually free from extravagaunces of
every kind.
"Mr, Stanley's marrative is
promised us at once, by Messrs. Scribner,

Armstrong & Co., his American publishers ;

and they also assure us that the
entering into it is thoroughly fresh,
is not at all a rehash ‘or dilution
has already appeared iu the papers

Historical information, covering the whole

to in formp|

.
.

the, victors , with: spoils may

wholly

untrustworthy:

opposition.

: mittees will probably either: “retire on their: a tremendotis

or be virtually forced to stand | cians will fight
pe to make voom for less able | res looking,

and of the interests of the authors and the

public who deal with and depend upon. it.
We await the issue of the volume with
eager interest and a large expeetation.
Vick's ILLUSTRATED FLORAL GUIDE,
now to be issued quarterly,qt the astonishingly low price of 25 cte., is‘a most
beautiful thing, abounding in finely executed cuts of flowers and ‘vegetables, lists

of plants for the house and yard and
den, with directions for culture, &e., It is a
splendid octavo pamphlet of 132 pp. Mr.
Viek has already gained a reputation wider
than the continent, andhe is on the
to

take care of and increase it. His advertisement may be found elsewhere, The
variety and superior excellence of what

has
te sell, and the
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he’

straightforward

and enterprising way if which he deals

with all who

do business
with

him, are

such
as give his patrons eminent satisfac.
tion, and go very far to explain hisenviable
reputation ‘and his PAOeptionam eminent ‘

success.

Denominational News al Notes.
The Louisiana Interests.
By the public press ‘we have notieed that
there were several Freewill Baptist. churches
in the state of Louisiana, but bave had no
direct communication ‘with them. ' The
Western Secretary of the A. M. A., writes
as follows In relation to these churches
:—

for us to do.
The H. M. Board ‘has: ins
structed the Corresponding
Seevetary to

make

these

churches

in Louisiana, (that

will not be anything but Freewill Baptist)

giving

them an idea of our

liberal donationof books.

We ean’ do
in the South,
We hope the
aid, 8 by. a

1 «si

"We now ask all our friends 10 give lib:
erally towards this object.
ibis

* We would Jove to have the means, so

that, when we, moet, these churchls, we ean.

ranke them feel that. the Freewill. Baptists
are not only in sym iA vith them, "but:

p With to dodv them '
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activaa) wid ooh sheds:
8 result, even, after i] an open field for: purl

, | and Jess scrupulous men. 1748 versgmal dar | have ~openly and
aderhinorin

Thisfs doubtless

the exact truth; for this House is one that
takes care at once of its own reputation,

‘The’ spécimen use| i, saying that friends were
times, but in this century, and. applied to elucidate the text.
| which we have seen’ Indicate ‘that ‘the’
government service, it is haidly tho!
for this ohject. The Home Mission has no

at once, or without: meeting

ie

material
that it
of what
or else-

where, and that all other reputed narratives of hig are comparatively worthless and

bis policy, Let us also remember i this. for’ somathing really valuable in that wlpi
ends for
hall§ where they meet to legislate. Some of
ertakingof ‘his . will not Sed Ally, stance of the volume itself:
W|
must.
be
done |
the able mien‘at the head of important com-
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modesty. © The

public reception given him in New York

| we mutual clasp of hands, of laugh thelr het us, a gua that eat president chanical excelleiced of the work are
bghid
| contentions into forgetfulness over an early who
makes the, ‘opposite
"course
look | to
and exceptionallyhigh, and we2h
of | many

own
aside,

We want
to g

their reputation.
he weapons with

dignified

vilege joke,
or ‘leave their jealousies outside the

will ‘beam like sun-

lily 5 all eyo

AARma

b

ness of his statements and the value of his
information is regarded as settled decisively
-in his favor.
And he bears himself with a

history and’ religious views,
much with books and tracts
and but little without . them,
Printing + Establishment will

48 in press and soon to be issued, a Univer.
sal Dictionary of Biblical, Ecclesiastical and

8 | offides ‘have been filled since Inckson's
thre time has’ been a disgrace hi rade)

and they have memories:and nerves, a sense

86 full” of Tight
"and

promptly take pains to show thedé offers

an hue

ps

glorious

uinely and intelligently enthusiastié. He
comes after the question wver ‘the truthful-

gratuitously,

A BmLicAL ENCYLOPRDL.
Messrs,
John E.. Potter & Co., Phila., announce,

Richardson, the assistant secre-

when his earnesiness is consuming tary of the Treasury, is already mentioned,
doing more for himself than for others even
while he is laying himself
out fer their sake, | be. The accusations themselves were bad | being fitted for the position by past service,
enough, but what must be thought of the as being most likely to succeed Mr, Boutfor
¢ and nob
ost
confession, that nothing serious was meant well, Let the event verify present indica~
and bl
er reacts in
| new power and peace ‘and
b
when they were smiting the air tions, and the reform of the civil service
doer’s own spirit. For itis
a law pik A
at Gettysburgor Sedan?’ will bégin to séem like an actual fact.

period of authentic history and’ com
down to our own times, It is editorially
Of course, no pergentags , flowed and tian service, thatghe who. watereth others Sac
avologpsus 4 Rov otk than the
It is probably the absdlute need of such a supervisedby Rev. Dr, ‘Blackwood, a name
ot
no credit given when premiums are order.
| reform that accounts-im-part for this move- that carries both weight ‘and promise.’ i
pri
oe, we Rs
only
ane. (lige | orginal
We can hardly look for all the hn
ment; towards it. The way government will, be omprise}Ld
in
of | abo
mails.

country, is more than. cordial jit. is gen-

influence with these churches,
And we
oughtto carry our denominational” books,
especially the Treatise and tracts ta circulate

the orders

and money, and. be glad over the bargains.

that would awaken ° still strenger hope.
There are indications that such will be the
case,

come accorded to Mr. ‘Statiley, the discoyerer of Livingstone, on ‘his arrival in this

And isn't their
are wholesomely happy?
prosperity partly. our own? = And isn't our a visit, for the purpose of getting informaown home brighter when we think that tion, that we may act understandingly in
some of the very things that beautify it, { relation to them. At the same time, he is
to ascertain in relation to any body of Bapblossom out in splendor -on their walls ?
But we only wished to call the special tists in the South that agree in doctrine
attention of our readers to the peculiarly with us, and open a correspondence with
rich list from which they and their friends tnem.
In order to do this work, we must have
may select. Read carefully, send promptly,
money.
We ought to be able to ms
and let every remittance and order conform
chu
perfectly to the conditions specified. . They donation to some of the needy
in
fact,
it
will
be
almost
indispensable,
for
are very ‘plain, and so -mueh is promised
that nobody, itywould seem, could ever thd credit of our denomination. <A small
sum, bestowed wisely, will give us a great:
think of looking for more, or

not regard this case in the same way ?
Other cases might be cited,to show that

strong probability that Mr. Boutwell

in order when the
‘publishers have sent out
the final results of their undertaking.
. yl
STANLEY'S RECEPTION, &c. The wel

if they are ‘mot. Our plan, therefore, is to
propose to. your Home Mission Sojest the
care of these churches, and, that, if Jou
have no agency in that state to look a
them, our Superintendent shall : eontinug to

them through and through? And isn’t it a
real pleasure’ to be kind and generous toward them? And aren’t we glad when they

lately gave

ticians, who recently appeared ready to tear
each other's hearts out for the country’s
sake, are often ready to joke with each other
over the rhetorical thunderbolts which they
called into play on the eve of the election.

Await the issue of ‘what{$ promised us, in
the hope that a real and somewhat general want is to. pe. met by this, publication.
Specific and
will be
i io

price at which the Star id farnished makes
the income from it oniy very slightly exceed
its actual expenses.
It ‘would perhaps be do 80, and that the name of the Conference
be changed to the South Western Union
as well or better if the whole system of Conference, ‘and thatthe = Frewill Baptist
premiums were set aside; but the almost churches be reported separately as such.
upiversal prevalence of it is forcibly urged As you have a Society devoted to: such
for.
as.a reason why we should extend these work, it would seem tobe hem
thew, and I
special courtesies to our. subscribers, Cer- you to have a relationship to
think the churches would thrive better.
tainly our subscribers are as fully entitled
“While ‘we are grateful to any seét that
to guch courtesies as others. For haven't
helps
on the good cause, we can not.afford
we a good number of the best peopie in the
to
let
others do the work that the Lord has
world on our list? And dow’t-we appreciate

It certain-

{in a peculiar sphere, nor in- some brief and
Men may find it so now
ad the two ‘Cronos above ~ mentioned. and. bere. It keeps what is peculiar to it
Or they may send us 50 cts. additional, and through all time, and it comes to fill every
dutiful life with the grandest of opportuniwe will send them the Chromo entitled “*Lit- ties. Even the humblest Christian is really

ARAN
rr——

their moral and spiritual welfare, we will
rejoice event more,
But we ean not think
it right to call them Congregational churches

another column.
We yield to a prevalent
custom in offering them, though the regular

President thus

State which

pa-

Tae PreMrums.
We call special attention here to our list of premiums given in

himself,
by viri-

ton, headed by Simon Cameron
and waited on the President, and

———

Under the management of Rev. J: W.
ashes and molten metal. The second loss:
Healy, some Freewill Baptist churchesin
was less than the first, but it was large Louisiana have been assisted by our a
enoughto be noticeable; and it was per- ciation. One at Gretna, another Agha,
haps still more serious in inducing unwel- across the river from New Orleans
come delays and deranging important plans, at Greenville, wile at oh wd og
Terrebonne,
one ‘at Pine’
, New
They will have sympathy in: their. losses Orleans.
Dr. aon
was to aid all
and discomforts, but their pluck is not con- such churches to obtain
chapels, and tosumed, nor their energy or fiith impaired. wards the supportof their ministers
out of
They willgo steadily on, resolved to de- the funds of the Association. By his management they werd dlso
ered and orserve success and expecting to win it.
Western Con,
* These are specimens of the wide-spread ganized with the South
tional Conference.
‘We were thus |
results which a great disaster like the Bos- | su
them all Congregational 3 oo
ton fire sets preaching great truths even to until, by
personal interviews with them,
heedless ears and presumptuons heats. It we found they were Freewill Ba
Now we do not regret having aided these
is well to listen, and learn, and profit.
churches, and if we have done anything for

They used their ‘best

in theyplace.

pregressing, and

per and plates went a second time into.

Pennsylvania, which State they say is controlled by Simon Cameron, who likewise is
said to control the President, —resigned his
office, Under civil service rules the posi:
tion was wen by the late cashier of. the
post-office in question. ' This: displeased a
certain clique who wanted to pat another

man

material was deposited and

where the work was

But those are trifling eases, compared
with this one: After the late election, the

ous arguments tried. to persuade him to
recommend their favorite. But it was.of
no avail... Mr. Cameron didn't control the
President, and Mr. Fairman
holds the

we will send them The Christian at Work exceptional period.

Let

which the new

to men.

any gentleman might well refuse to soil his
lips, we should say that little was to be
looked for save intense partizan quarrels
and hand-to-hand personal encounters. But
we do not anticipate Siuch- of this sort of
procedure,
As
:
| j

a privilege merely to the’ favored few, nor

Or they may send us'$1.10 additional, and

For instance, Mr.

man, chief of the stamp division of the internal revenue service, resigned. The vacancy is filled, or is to be filled, under civil
service rules.
General Grant has also.
lately expressed himself very fully upon
the question of giving to women the same
pay that men receive for the same service,
saying that it was a matter of great satis
faction to him that the civil service rules,
through the system of competitive examination, threw all places of labor open to
women on the same terms as they are open

\

A

———

men promptly at work on the new books.
But the fireof Nov. 20 attacked and despoiled the very printing establishment in

endeavors to get the cashier displaced.
Pretty soon, down they went to Washing-

flag back and forth epitheis with which

cause their names find no place in the calen-

and shapeless métal. They at once ordered
a new lot of paper, &c., and set energetic

decisive

stand than ever in the mattér; or perhaps
we would better say that he has had better
opportunity to show the stand that he had

thing that gives the

work of religion its masterful

receive a copy of the Star for one year, and

What

will come of their meeting ?
It is that campaign and. its resales. That

the ambition. It has butalimited
on those in whose behalf the service is un-

»

5. New subscribers, tiling

excitihg @nd__sighificant campaigo.

the sy ipathy which fills ‘the soul and fires

what we thus offer “for $3.60 would cost
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“cently recetved from various persons by

your 4 ho

the Secretary

churches

:

to

¢ Please find

eoksm

le can bé done.

Yours fraternally,

one dollar for the Froed-

men's Mission,

ather. Fieewill Baptist

W, H. Bowzs, Cor. Seo.”

1° gathered berriesto get

the dollar,and cheerfully give it for the ben-

Pascoaa,R. IL There. is some revival
in
t in the Pascoag F. Baptist church.

what 1 do must be done quickly:”.
interest of

veral of the youth, members of the Sun-

the Tome, Mission cause Is befter in this
Q. M. than hexetofore, and that the
apportionment works w
_** Many of the. churches in this
are ruising their apportionment for
M. Society: Bip do all that I can
courage

|

day school, ‘have
Chris.

plan of
Q M.
the H.
to ‘en-

given

Our prorated

meet-

still going on.

“The he S000 et year took measures
to build a hemseof worship in this village.
We havea lot located in a central position,
and partly finished a house of worship, but |
"can 2o no further for want’ of funds. ‘The

brethren are poor, done mobly, all they

together with his daugh-

|

Hee,
The scholars ofa Sunday school in Amberst,
Mags; Wishing to raise money for a new library,

Spirit in the ‘church,

Christian hearts are

‘warmed, the prodigal sons are returning to
their ‘Father's louse, ‘and Sinners are con-

verted to God,

Rev. Mr. Van Meter writes
ed a desirable buil
Jor i

p

the castle

yards of the

want to ask you if theH. M. could not aid
us, 50 We could fimishithe house,
fay enough
to worship in this winder, if not, the cause

Notwithstand-

inig, it wis # glorious day for the cause, of
Christ
in this place.

will suffer, if’ not entirely be lost.”
““ We are a small and weak church, have

The pastor, Wm, A

At the conference of Baptist wlnidhons of
Louisville, Ky., both white aud colored, held

Noveniber 11th, the number of churches report.

Jackson, baptized fifteen happy souls, ine

preaching
but a part of the time, and don't cluding many heads of families, one mother
pay but.a small amount for. that, =A few

“ The amount

given to the candidates,
istered the Lord's Supper.

of apportionment. to’ our

church you must not expect.
sometime ago $225 from

We received

the H. M.

the church.

much stronger
than we are, To. multiburdens too many upon
the few who
willing
to do, is to defeat
the very ends
aim at. ‘We raised the Foreign Mission

TURP

are

can

co-operate with

ParTEN, Mh.

The church vin Patten is

and many are finding Him of whom Moses
in the law and the prophets did write, Our
prayeris that the work may go forward un-

However, if we
than we give, we

til revival may meet revival. In order for
this to be accomplished the churches, and

“The prospects of the ‘church in Fond du

especially the ministry, must get the baptism of the Holy Spirit... H, H. Busan.

will try to do it."

A'r the Inst session of the Cleveland Q. M.,

Rev.J. 8. Manning,our Missionary at the
South, has returned home for a few weeks,
after several months’ successful labor.
Our brethren should remember that the

Whereas Rev. A. K. Moulton has made a

sevort of his work

Tok
lot toTo be
De pa fa through "his
[lediyen'soey
Anti tow
church b

n to
verance worthy of ¢

A. H. Cnasg, Cor. Sec.

Chagrin Falls, 0., Nov. 23, 1872.

The Board Las purchased a new and
beautiful lithrograph, to be given as a certificate of L. M. in the H, M. Society. It
is engraved by Messrs. W. J. Morgan&
artists

that

STEEP FarLs, ME.

think

we

it,

the

REV, A, H. WHITAKER will close his pastor
ate with the Waverly, Mich,, church, the Sabbath before Christmas, and the church will then
be in need of a pastor,
Correspondents may address
G, W. Myers, Gobleville,
Van Buren
€o., Mich,
There-are a faithful few
in the
church who will rally to the support of any

beauty of. finish by any certificate of any
an

orna-

ment to any Christian home. The Board
voted that it be sent free: to any one who
becomes a life member.
We hope every
church in the denomination will make their
minister and wife ‘life members of the H.

M.

earnest and sincere minister.

Life membership is twenty dollars for

Storer Normal

THE

Pascoag,

R. I, recently presented him with a

as ‘pastor of the F, Baptist church

Other denominations pay their beneficiaries
andind it

necessary to.do this to give the young men

tions in the country.

the needed emcouragement and help.
“We regretvo be obliged to make an appeal to the churches for additional gifts,

with whom he is to be
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of the other burdens make mefition

published

this year

that there are 1940 Baptist churches.
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hundred members, and in Wales,

in England

100,
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purpose.

A Pimples on the face, Eruptions, Bletches,
Scrofulous diseases, and all sores nwiging from fm:
pure blood, are cured by Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medi-

cal Discovery,

or

any

OF A COUGH, cold

other

affection

of the

lungs, the windpipe or the bronchial pussages, with
Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar. The relief is
certain and immediate. Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue,
Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in T'minute.

A PAPER FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.—~The You#hs’ Companion of Boston, is one of the most judicious and

the Deerfield chutich, come
D. W. Groyp, Clark.
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3445.26

Value of the Jot0%. 8 $70 pec foot,
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00

ren on stoves,
in treasury,.
er id for lot and house,

100.00
108.82
352.00

Total,
8164.82
for the proposed masta house

are execifted but not paid for.

ALK. MOULTON,

Agent.

From, a frienhd

65.00

Thanksgiving of-

|: Méredith
Center, N H,

3,00

26.13

r Lake Village, N H,

20.00

155.59
Zreas.

C.0.LIBBY,

his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9
5, free: by mail, to any one. This book is to
make anyone their own/docior, Remedies are given
for Thirty Histused which ch Perr can prepare.
Send your divection to Dr.
. FITCH & SON;
Broadway, New yoik.
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containing full information,

map and copy of New Homestead Law, | Address,
LAND
DEPARTMENT,
NORTHERN
PACIFIC
RAILROAD, $1) PAUL, MINN.,
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"YORK.

Collins’ Paragraph Testament:
The New
Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ;
the Authorized Afi
Pp SEER. dorm. Crown
8vo, B48 pages, 1
pe,
EDITION FOR PRIVATE USE
SHED Ho AMERICA.
The reader will find it not only a great
rent pleases, but
much benefit, to Le freed from the
d verse
distinctions, which often hnpede, Sumpsometimes destroy the meaning. Maile Hand a
receipt
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of RFice, by
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hath old And begs tor Centaur Liniment ;
And the docile sheep on a thousand hills,
Die by the million—the screw worm kills,
(All saved by Centaur Liniment ;)

"

Dover,
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COMBIN
ATION SOLO STOPS,
Purity of Tone, Elegance of Design and Thor-

RAILROAD
ARRANGEMENT, 1872.

for Alton

Price $1.35, Sold by

are offered in Elegant New Styles, with impr
tant improvements; their already brilliant reputation
will be enhanced or by trial of their merits and
hot
publishing testimonials. T.overs of whatever
refined and progressive in
music, will be charmed
by the
tt beautiful orchestral effects of their °
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Trains

PU

Girain can be shipped hence by lake tajrket as
cheaply as from Eastern Towa or €eén
Illinois,
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HARPER'S MAGAZINE, One Year,

Kree.

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

SUMMER

,

The remarkable cures ‘effected

, HARPER'S WEEKLY, One Year, . - - 4.00
HARPER'S BAZAR,
One Year, - - . .' 400
| HARPER'S MAGAZINE, HARPER'S WEEKLY, and HAR"
PER’S. BAZAR, for one year, $10; or any two for $7.
An Extra Copy of either the MAGAZINE, WEEKLY,
or BAZAR, will be supplied gratis for every Club of
.
FIVE SUBSCRIBERS af $4.00 each, in one remittance ;
or, ‘Siz Copies for $20.00, without extra copy.
2t49 Address HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.

Collected by O. R. Bacheler.
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Broke his log in that dismal den,
He roared for Centaur Liniment,.,

a

Hvehess

6.30 8.00 11.20 5.13.6.08; and on “Moudays, WednesConfounding man, befriending beast,
days and Fridays at 7.40, ¥ »
But Centar Liniment? «= “| v
What is it cures our many pains,
Trains leave Dover [or Portlan);
And limbers up severest strains,
AM. AM.
PM. P.M.
But Centaur Liniment ?
10,10 10.45 * 2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
That knocks Rheumatism out of gear,
and Friday at 8.10 RM M.
Bids gout #00d- by without a tear,
Trains leave for
for Alton Bay.
Why! Centaur Liniment!
10,45 A. M,, 8,00 and 6,08 P.M
Causes the cripple to walk, the lame to leap,
Hearts to thank, instead of eyes to weep,—
Only, Centaur Liniment.

Flows the acteal fluid—gives nights of rest,
But'Centauv Liniment ?
And when chilblains sting or hot steam: scalds,
What is it soothes, for what can we call,
But Centaur Liniment ?
When the car crushed old Tilden’s arm,
"T'was saved from amputation by this charm,
The Centaur Liniment.
And when Barnuni’s lion; Uncle Bén,

cerous

r

Raised and Rad for widenhig settees,
pering walls,
“
rye

AM.

Harmless as the bite of fleas,
Excepting Centaur Liniment ;

es,

we

Cleveland Mission.
Agent's report from Féb, 3, 1870, to Nov. 18, 1872,

Rev F Roca
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80 stron, ly
>

0 Cornhill, Boston.
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Burnett's Cocoalne isthe BEST and CHEAPEST
Hair Dressing In the world. It'promotes the GROWTH
OF THE HAIR, and 18 entirely free from all irritating
matter. The name and title thereof is adopted as a
Trade-Mark, to secure the public and proprietors
against imposition by the introduction of spurious
articles. All unauthorized use of this Trade-Mark
will be promptly prosecuted.
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The Magazine has done good and not
evil all the days of its life.— Brooklyn Eagle.
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membership of from two hundred and fifty to
five hundred; and 665 in England and 181 in
Wales, with a membership of from one hundred
to two hundred and fifty.. The Year Book states
that the large churches are not always the most
effective.
As
a general thing, the strongest
churches are those which range from two to
three hundred members, less in country districts
and more in large towns.
About twos<thirds of
the: whole number of churches contribute to
country
missions, aud raise in the aggregale
about thirty thousand dollars per year for this
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else in wondering admifation.
For many days the diamond cross was

—

The tuftéd moss to the cold, bare rock
Clings ever, and lives, and grows,

onli

And dowa in vales of the humid earth,
burn,

‘Wheré:no rays of sunlight

Lovely with delicate hues and forms,

Agnes had

‘Though small they seem, they are of life

gratulations.

of all at their mighty feet
‘Monarchs
In the world of growing things.
Beautiful world! yet it was not formed
- For immortal destiny ;
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admiration

their

Biddy fell to kissing Midge

style’ of

her

face

for the cross; and one even
after all, the diamonds were

of some

and

would

that tit-bit of a kerridge,” Biddy said,
drawing suddently back.
\ “There isn’t any baby there,” the Title

Collars

hinted that,
nothivdy but

ir]

said, mournfully ; and she

parted

ruin your health, my
dre

strong

the

Agnes's

first thought

was

that? And the fear that something

kind might come to pass, so troubled

ions—as tenderly as if it were

mind that she could take no peace or rest
when the cross was not with her. Unwilling to bé seen wearing it, she fasténed a

Angel

The curtains were

drawn,

and

whether

the baby passenger was. Angel or Midge,

along, saying

‘twas all the same to the passers-by ; and I'm
sure 'twas all the same to the gentle watch-

For a while

day

kept

it concealed

in

her

dress,

while at night she hid it beneath her pillow.
This constant solicitude soon had its effect
on her dreams. She frequently fancied in
her sleep that a hand was thrust stealthily
under her head to steal her treasure, and
would start up, crying, ** My cross! my
cross I” Again she would dream that her
tiny eross had grown to such proportions

Moan on, dark trees, through the dim,old woods,
Or sigh on the lonely hill;
Dub cp, oak. oth wich appling glance.
Or question
vain, if ye will.
“Thy Maker hath set a limipsure,
Andye may not pass that bound;
The something
ye seek,as missed
or lost,

Will never be gained or found.

that its weight was crushing

would

But thou, O Soul! from thy inmost depths
Rejoice | thou art higher yet,
hopes, thy griefs and fears,
‘With thy loves

waken

trembling

her,

and

and

thy Maker fashioned thee

Aki
to hisn
heart divine;

He gives thee hints of his secret plan,
And the universe is thine.

wonder

her bare brown feet,

did

Out loving hearts entwitie
y

And king by right divine!

she

exhausted

it not become in very truth a cross ? Yet she

had prized it so dearly—her beautiful treasure—that she was unwilling to think of
pawning it;much less of parting with it for-

In purple ease and splendor,

accomplish clung to her day and night,
and in her heart there seemed to be a voice
saying,“ Carry thy cross to Him who bore
the cross for thee, and thon shalt have
treasure in heaven.”
,
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As he flew

growled
the Clothes
rid

it directly; but after a smart tussle
good shaking, it succeeded in getting back
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building that day.

over the grass-plot, much content with his
victory, he saw a large worm lazily lumbering out of his hole, and fell down hpon
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A young girl stood at a jeweler's counter, examining with eager eyes the gems

There were all man-

nerof precious stones, rare and dazzling,

pearls, and creamy cameos.
and Agnes turned her
- J
gaze from one to another, unableto decide

which was the most desirable, till suddenly
set with diamonds, and twin-

had been named y poi

of going. To-morrow night, after we are
nicely. ironed, two, of the sweetest little
heads in the world will be laid upon us, and
and destitute home.
1t was soon known that the eross was | We ghall hear from two dear little mouths
secrets about fairyland.”
again offered for sale, and numerous were
“Oh! bother fairyland,” interrupted ‘the
the surmises as to the possible motive that

was done the diamond. cross had carried
sunshing and plenty into many a darkened

they | saucy Wind, giving a puff.

it, but

induced Agnes to part with

"4 Do leave us alone, Mr. Wind,” entreat-

welt® all far wide of the truth, for the young
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Towel,
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he

down past him on a fat caterpillar upon
which the wren had just set his eye.
« That's mine I” said he, pouncing angrily upon it, and successfully driving away

the tomtit, As he sat on bis twig twittering boastingly, an old gardener, half blind,
passed by, leisurely eating his bit of dinner, and cutting his bread and cheese upon his thumb. ‘He hopped angrily after
the man’s heels, and pursued him for some
distance ; the old gardener, however, did
not turn, and walked quietly on, quite utaware of the attack of his ferocious assailant.

“Well, I've chased
monster!” said the

breath.

away that’ “dreadful
wren, panting for

‘ Whatan ugly beast it is! And

he has all the advantage of two legs
gave iba toss that threw it backward’ over” when
like me, why doesn’t he learn to hop pretti-
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prelty lofty one,
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Miss
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Irish Smugglers;

Mother

This new and abridged edition is eminently
welcome. After one has gone through the two
octavos in which the work originally appeared,
the first teeling is perhaps one of decided aver-

Arthur

Tramp

Widgery's

Coronat. Opus;” At

it.

The
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Bonui-

with

Tyndall:

Evenings;
Gates;

The Demons

* Finis

Storiesof the
of the Shadow;

Goose; Topics of the Time; The
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Cabinet ; Nature
and Selence ; Home and Societ

Culture and Progress

Etehings.—New

York.

Scribner & Co.
THE GALAXY is Tully up to its usual level, and

thatis very far away from the weakness and
dullness of trashy literature. Its papers have
vigor, dash, instruction, straightforwardness, and
deal with living topics. The contents will not
promise more thanis warrantable: The Wetlierel Affair; French Scenes, Customs and Characters y Automne; Life on the Plains ; The Growth
of * Giant, Pope;” Historic Lovers; Beauty:
Some Great English Lawyers; A Study; The
Eustace Diamonds ; Paraphrase of Horace ; Saved
from the Mormons; History of Emancipation;

loss. - But as a: text-book for students, the
abridgment, as it here appears, is really better
than the original work. Itis effected by striking out here and there a word, a sentence ora
paragraph, in whole or in part, which only car
ried out the thought into detail, or furnished, it
may be, an additional illustration that could be

really

Drift-wood; Scientific Miscellany: Current Literature ; The Galaxy Club-room
Nebule.—New

essential or important.
The language of the author is still here, and in such form that no one,
who has failed to read the original work, would

York: Sheldon & Co.
THE SCIENCE OF HEALTH. A new monthly,
devoted to health on hygienic principles. Dec.

naturally miss anything from the text, or suppose that there had been any omission. The
substance is almost wholly preserved, and the atchoice volume, and affords a very rare literary
treasure at a very reasonable, not to say a very
low, price. That the Publishers should sell an
immense number of copies seems almost inevitable.
The same House issue anotherof the volume

1872. Contents: Popular Physiology; The Penslties of Fashion; Allopathy; Diseases of the
Eye; Gov. Seward and Drug Medication; Medical Systems; Agricultural and Housshold ; Timely Topics; Talks with Correspondents; Voices of
the People ; Miscellaneotis~A good, instructive,
Fholcavué and needed periodieal, well worth
the attention of the public who would prevent

belonging to their * Leisure Hour Series,” enti®
tled Liza. Itisa Russian novel, by Turgeniefl®

it.—New York : Samuel RB. Wells.
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form

still

remains
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before.

It isa

disease and sobe spared the necessity of fighting

whose previous contributions to this set of books
have lifted

bim at once

to an

eminent

OUR YOUNG FOLKS. An illustrated magazine
for boys and girls. December, 1872. Boston:
James R. Osgood & Co.

position

among the skillful and high-toned writers of fiction. This latest of his productions will fully
sustain his reputation #s an’ original, vigorous
and graceful writer, who at once embodies high
art and ‘exhibits

a manly and

worthy
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SCHOOL
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Congregational
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Behool,

magazine

1872. —A

for

little pe-
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1872.—A magazine which furuishes just such information as advertisers needto possess, The
publishers have had a very, large experiemce is

General

Winona,

managers of an extensive agency,and-their meth-

Minn, Chicago: Adams, Bluckmer & Lyon
; Publishing Co, 1872, 16mo, pp. 263,
THE SUPERINTENDENT'S
BOOK AND
DIARY FOR 1873, Sume Publishers,
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER'S POCKET
BOOK AND DIARY, with Cluss Register, Alma~
nac, etc, 1878,

monthly

clsm and compel praise couched jn superlatives.
—Boston: John L, Shorey.
THE ADVERTISER'S MAGAZINE: November,

Service Manual for the school and congregation. By the Superintendent and Teachers of
the

A

riodieal whose peculiar merits almost defy criti-

purpose,

as well as music in it.
THE

Noursgny.

youngest readers. December,

He is no copyist, and his fresh voice has meaning

ods are such ‘as’ ¢ommand the confidence of all
with whom they dent =New' York: 8. M. Pettengill & Co.
ne

The English magazines,repiblished by Megara.
J. B. Lippincott & Co., haye been often com-

Same Publishers,

all

and they deserve
monet fo thede’ column, wi
Tee L
Forks, Vol. 4 For 1872. Edited
in their
by Sarab J. Timanus. eetavo, pp. 104
the good words {hiit have been
MR, BLAKE'S WALKING-STICK: ' A Christmas behalf. They beiir a character and deal with
Slory for Boys and Girls. By Edward
to different classesof
y= | topies such as adapt fhém
ton,
guthor of “Stories told on a Cellar
readers. The first is especially meant to supply
&c.
Bame Publishers. 1872, 16mo. pp.
, on the Sabfor
“his ly u lst of books that have a very

relation to the Sunday School and its work.

fitting literature
bath, the second. ii
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besides

imnion a tly we were lifted

by the first,

castle;

dent of English Literatire can afford to negleet

the sacrifice of anything

' And

howiag he lo of contents: New Ways in
the Old Dominion; Divorced: A Peep at the

of the most noticeable - things which has everap-

spared without

admiration,

days. Dr. Holland's second installment of his
serial story, Arthur JBounicastle, keeps us up to

attention and

licity with which the author sets torth his opin-

tha they uated, To the

if youll | against each other and. set, them wing

are men

the variety of the literary dishes served up is
quite equal to the best-spread board of other
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and managers
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Towel in a rage, a
first mentioned volume is a real “contribution to
iate for hang by his side, which he fills his mouth the Sunday evening Concert |
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how
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” creature
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much
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I
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particularly
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One fine spring evening, a very cocktailed wren was sitting on a twig. It was
his birthday ; he was twelve months old;

place like home.”
So the Wind blew into the Pillow-Slips
until they looked like great giant. snowballs.
“Oh! see what lovely balloons I have
made of you, Pillow-Slips! Jerk yourselves
stupid

low as will in some measure indicate the con-

‘tents and characterof a portion of them.
THE ATLANTIC ends its thirtieth volume with
all the elements of its strength, culture and at-

| forced to qualify, to dissent,
or to protest, it is al-

Wren.

i

box-tree, instead of the thorn
bush on
which he insisted,—she
was afraid that the

the

best results of previous effort, but seem in earnest to reach still higher levels. and yield still
richer fruits, We supply such information be-

sion to any abridgment whatever.
Taine is always so attractive; hie every word is so truly interesting; each paragraph has so much in it that
either instructs, or suggests, or stirs, or pleases,
that its removal is thought
of as a real and a large

not help being proud both of himself and
his position in the world. The first thing that
morning he had had a set-to with his wife
on the subjectof their future nest, which
she had meekly -suggested should be in the

from

all these are

prayed the

‘‘stuck-up things" Why do you care for
them! Come along, do.”
“But the Shirts danced merrily about, and
said, ** they would stay where they were,

away

revolution in their orbits. They are, as a whole,
tot only not coritent With anything inferior to the

philosophy,its criticism, its careful estimates,—

1 think not—I have not time.

The

y though
upon another

ian, Seo

into its'home. Presently a blue tit, a hair’sprice. a | While the Pillow-Slips;made answer,—
+¢ No, thank you, sir, we could not think ‘breadth smaller than himself, came flying
few months previous; and before the day

—

Cross.

iid inal

and the

ally end

their respective volumes with
8 few of them have already poh

who do not use the word “ Excelsior” as a mere
ta- | sentimental outery or as 4 way of catching the
populsr
ear and admiration. The Atlantic is to
Larions
live and prosper, without doubt, as it deserves
& Co.
bs Fri
Wu octavo. pp. ‘son. Sold to do.~Boston: James BR. Osgood
SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY opens with an article
We
do not stop to praise M. Taine’s English
Literature, That is a superfluous service, and that is in itself attractive, but it is especially noticeable for the agmber and ‘ excellence of its ilwe have heretéfore pointed out the qualities
excite oonstant surprise and
which serveto render-it-so-umique, attractive, Justrations,

Good-bye.”
:
And off he flew and left her lying in a
mud-puddle by the side of the road, and
soon after a cow, passing along that way,
trampled upon her and tore her into shreds.
And all because Betsey gave more starch
to the Collars.—Hearth and Home.

ter morning, and asked if he were willing | Will carry you upin the air so far that you
to take back the diamond cross.
monds had risen in value since

brightly

delightful,

“Hal ha!” shrieked the Wind.
* We
are miles away from your home. Take you

ever. The thoughtof the good she might thus | thank you, for in their opinion there was no

Long, long he seeks to reign;
All hints of nose disjointed
He smiles at with disdain!
Alas! that royal greatness

shining

was

Handkerchief.

SW

Mogatines, bo.

year, for the publishers

“ Do take me, home

The Silly Lace Handkerchief.

Price: 2 ots. Venus

The magazines for “Dee.
ve Joo.

thelr real value.

Wind, flinging a handful of dirt-at her.

—

W isa very admirable
thing which was

Pamphlets,

so very big,” said the poor little trembling
Handkerchief.
: stimulating and valuable. Repeated perusals do
‘“ For all that 1 am not going to camry you
not lessen one’s admiration of the work. It has
any farther, as I said before,” Bcreamed the far more than a surface. brilliance. Its facts; its

little Midge slept sweetly, and the beautiful
child fancied Angel had come back to her
again.

“The Collars,

pecially attractive, and
the claims of what is
turned and the ynthoPy

you any farther. I shall have to drop you.”
«Oh, but I am so very little and "you are

love? The birds that flitted through the
shadows above their heads were glad because of it, and Biddy was happy, while

a cross,do not hesitate to dispose of it,” Had

In yon perambulator,
His downy car of state,
Exacting, rosy monarch,
‘What triumphs on him wait!

sad

pose.

with a Railroad
is an article that is sure of an
interested reading ; DeMille and Holmes end their
Parton's paperon Jefferson,
the book appear es-

House; they do not make

*‘ Soon I shall be a

the journey

fe

qualities of the volume fall somewhat ‘below
those which usually appear in the issuesof this

gan to get cross, and he said, in a strange,
hoarse voice, ‘‘I am tired-—can not carry

the

accomplish where so much was friends, the Collars, again, and as you
needed. Suddenly she recalled her unele's | must know, we are very much attached to
them.” *
words: If ever this gift becomes indeed

No courtiers dare rebel;
‘His mother’s chief of the Bousehoid,
Prime minister as well!

a

beside

would

‘Whatever be his mandates,

gr

walk

It was washing day. Betsey had hung her
* Take up
clothes upon the line when along eame the
thy cross and follow me.”
It was a winter of great severity, and in Wind, bent on a frolic.
“Ha! ha! laughed the Shirts, swinging
all the larger cities there was much suffering, among the poor, for lack of fuel and their arms in the air, ‘‘ how are you, old felfood. The daily papers teemed with the low?”
“ Jolly as can be,” said the Wind, shakaccounts of ‘the destitution that prevailed ;
¢ Come
and among the many whose hearts were ing hands violently with them.
filled with pity for the sufferers was Agnes, out with me, won’t you? I am going to
the owner of the diamond: cross.~ All the have a fine race to-day.”
“ No, thank you,” answered the Shirts,
money she could call her own was cheerfully given, but it was only, a trifle at the ‘we had rather be excused. If we went with
most, and she sighed to think how little it you we would never see our intimate

Ho

have been

lectual quickening he supplies.~The mechaical

whistling gaily ; but at last Mr, Wind be-

with

remembered that One had said,

His scepter is a rattle,
His throne is mother’s arms;
He reigns a tiny tyrant,
In all his dimpled charms!
Yet round his royal presence

a

if Biddy,

beautiful child through all that summer
morning? Were they not sister spirits in

with her frantic efforts to tear it from her.
Thus, gradually, she was Jenuhug that
the jeweled cross—itlie. cross she had so.
coveted, was a heavy cross to bear, and
with this bitter lesson came thoughts of
'aniother ¢ross, higher and ‘holier, and she

Tn the scale of being set.

sau Tass

might

:

the Sun

ers up where Angel had gone.
Why should we

to itself,

bird.”

:
!

high objects,
and they have worked 10 soni pur

not fail to help those who pore over his pages,
both by the knowledgehe imparts and the intel-

and * Come back ! ” shouted the others, but
it paid no attention to them, but sailed

self, instead of little: rigged Midge.

o:

Several men, well-knownin the
have contributed to make this

lishers.

“Good-bye!” called some of the Clethes,

her-

the

case.”

the Spectroscope bearing
ture and formation of

and they can

the Wind.

ing Midge down tenderly among the cush-

her

ribben to the ease that held it, and during

ful exoss 1” she exelaimed.

Jt

dear. - The

+ Shall not!” said the foolish Lace Hand-

And ruled by a wise control,
‘We may not fathom,—we only know
Tis life, butit is pot soul.

so enticingly arrayed.

present number is devoted: to NEBULX, Com E18, METEORIC SHOWERS, to the revelations of

attempted when these
were providhly sucmeasurably copied greatly to Prof. B’s advan- ed for, and the undertaking is |
tage. ‘ He is now and then a little heavy; alittle, cessful. . Estes & Lauriat, on are the Pubness, pith and incisiveness

soft white hands of the child that-were lay- kerchief, and away it went on the wings of

of the

.

ical excellence and scientific
fnformation, lucidly and effectively presented, is ‘worthy to follow
the installments that have gone before it. The

a series of lectures before the Royal Institution
at London, and there is u fitness in giving them
this more claborate and permanent form. He is
not indeed absolutely fresh and original in his
thought or his method, and his style #s open to
criticism, Other thinkers hdve helped him not
alittle in both direct and indirect ways, and
there are other writers not a few whose clear

Handkerchief, as the Wind, angry at its interference, whirled it in the air.

of her

first issued two years

leston’s happiest style,

No, 5 of the Half-Hour ¥Recreations in Popular
Science has appeared, and in
t of typograph.

curtains and disc®sed an empty carriages

But the germ of mystery, hid withio, .

The Diamond

and

stand it. They are very different from
the Handkerchief family. Don’t you go with sthil to his highest and best convictions. He
that blustering Wind, I beg you.”
| seeks to unfold the moral elements of the system

find some other baby”—the little girl finishtrefisure—the cross." What if.they had Stie¢- ed the sentence with a sob, while big round
ceeded.in entering, and had robbed her of | tears fell fast from Biddy’s eyes upon the

laws, which baye’ever been,

ned.
BeKing
mart isI Taran.
tng

fellows,

better and more

and well worth rep
as the great holiday
of Christendom draws yar.

what appears in this volume was delivered as

as they,

are: too delicate for so much starch,

charming Christmas story,

ago, written in Mr,

then utters them with a considerate emphasis
and a modest self-reliance. The substance of

Oh, my darling 1" said a large Linen
Handkerchief that hung beside her, ‘‘you

There won't be room for two in the! likes ©’

Agnes's sensitive heart was sorely

yield.

must ever ‘be obeyed;

Dictator of the

own opinions with independence and care,

Handkerchief, *‘for Betsey will not give me
as good

Stuart

Greek in the

thought-arousing book. He is 4 student, a thinker, a teacher and an inspirer. He forms his

iy

Collars, and I think I am

By Josh

New
Xe
York: Secrib1872. 12mo, pp. 364.

Soldby E. J. Lane & Co.
Prof. Blackie bas given us a thoughtful and

half as much starch as she does those horrid

ecstatically,

volume makes it seem even

beautiful ‘than it appears in the successtye
numbers. Its a little gem for littla people,
The Walkin Stickis a new editionof a most,

“I will,” said the Lace Handkerchief. of thought and the methods of life represemted
Biddy gazed into it a moment silently, “I am tired of this place, and L.want to see by the four words appearing on the title-page.
wounded,
and, afraid of exciting more
He shows the exeellences and defects of the Sothe world.”
remarks of a similar nature, she soon ceas- and then asked wonderingly :
cratic method, of the Aristotelisn philosophy
and
“Do
not
say
that,”
said
Linen
Handker“Where
isit?
Ter
home!”
ed to wear the cross in public, Soutenting :
of the Utiliturian scheme which has been so ly
chief,
**
for
you
know
you
have
the
best
of
*Yes—at home—with Jesus?" replied
| chie
herself with admiring it in secret.
set forth by recent and still living thinkers; and
care here.”
One morning there was quite an excite- the little girl'in a trembling voice.
he also faithfully exhibits the false inferences
*Do not care!" said the silly thing, with aud abuses of the Christian system which haye
“Ye don't say!
Fm sorry for ye.” Bidment made by the report that burglars were
often made it wear au unlovely aspect and renin the neighborhood, and that several large dy’s voice grew soft with sympathy. ‘What an impatient shake.
dered its seeming work doubtful or mischievous.
‘‘Washing,
lodging,
all
for
nothing
but
robberies had been committed the pigvious for-do you-ye haul - the empty kerridge
He is eminently fair, always masaoly snd reverlooking
pretty.
Think
a
moment,”
said
round
2”
night. On inspection it was found that an
ent, alike happy in his utterance and his retithe
large
Handkerchief!
“Mamma lets me because it comforts
attempt had been made to break through
cence, and never fails to supply solid food for
“Do not care,” was the only reply.
me.
1 close the curtains-and it seems as if
natures that possess a vigorous mental digestion.
one of the basement windowsof Agnes’s
“Stay, do, that is a dear,” said the large
Read slowly, reflectively and critically, he will
ngel
were
really
there;
and
sometimes
I
home, but .the iron bars had refused to

paste.

We gaze on the world of growing things,
And
‘God
has mades

Rejoice! for

University of Binur
ner, Armstrong &

| weekly shoe, , abounding in Seripture Oibiighis,
lessons, pletures, stories, poems, &. The bound

Socrates, Aristotle,

Btiitatiaulaw,
Hatin.

Blackie,F. R. 8

“Well, I think I will,” said the silly little

light to where the little stranger stood upon
the sidewalk,
* But what'll ye do with yor . own baby?

dress ; another suggested that she pro!
knew that her wealthy relative was in hearing at the time that shs expressed her wish

grand

Christianity

and then sprang with an exciamation of de- any day.”

of

tirely unsuited to

That seem to speak of a consciousness
Of something
their lives have lost.

PT

cou-

One said it was en-

aon i Oona welnownRAMe,..
Are wiser far, and a higher place
Ini the scale of being claim.
We call them dumb, but their asking eyes,
‘At times, are with glances crossed,

A

chief, say, will you go!”

possessor,

happy

her uncle's costly gift.

Deep ’neath the waves of the restless sea
Are the creatures God has made,
Minute and strange; yet even in them
:
Is the germ of life displayed.
e, but of Nature’s laws

I

«Ye wouldn't now, hon st, do sich a lovely
curis thing P
/
A
“See if I wouldn't,” returned the little
girl, smiling at Biddy's doubtfulness.

Jt was not. lgng, However,

seemed80 sincere in

old trees! do they ever know
have lost lite’s fairest crown f—
Though the dream is wild, we fancy oft
"When the night comes swiftly down,
And chill winds sweep through the forest aisles,
So late by the sunset kissed,
‘That they sigh, and call, with wailing voice,
For the soul their lives have missed.

EN

admired. I will take you to sée the most
wonderful things. Pretty Lace Handker-

face

FOUR PHASES OF MORALS,

chief,” he said in his sweetest voice. ** You

ged Midge, ‘and lastly at the beautiful little
girl, repeating the incredulous question,

the

iterary Review, |

ne

Then Biddy looked at rag-

dainty sleeper.

before there reached
her ‘many invidious
remarks made by the very friends who had

And the thought a veil of sadness throws
Over si moss, and fern, and tree.

And

its

they thronged about her with warm

As the trees that stand like ki

‘We trace their

become

on

are much foo lovely to stay in one place all
your life, Come out into the world and be

ly closed as if to shelter

that

learned

they

when

and

case,

eler's

Dwells many a fairy fern.

©

a

and fell

trimmed with the most beautiful lace.
%
‘What a beauty you are, Miss Handker-

snowy pillow-cushions and its dainty curtains of the softest lace, which were gareful-

source of much delight. There was scarcely an admirer of gems in the town who had
not looked at it with longing eyes, as it
in the jewsparkled on its downy

And over. the face of unsightly things
A curtain of beauty throws.

“Why not? 1'ad like to if you'll let me.”
There was a wistful look in the little girl's
face which Biddy couldn't understand at all.
She looked at the fairy chariot, with its

out their slender jets of light, she forgot all

Clothes-Pin,

about and frightening a dear cunning BabyDress that had been put there to bleach.
At last the Wind ‘spied a pretty little
Handkerchief; fine as a spider's ‘web, and

ishment.

threw

diamonds

as the

mean P” and then

4, 1872.

grass-plot, where it lay flinging its strings |

with mouth and eyes wide open with aston-

pings.

Immatetial Principle.

fast friend

ye" exclaimed Biddy,
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Age now, would

fingers trembled as she loosened the wrap-
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should - hot be imitated and the warning

[

from a death that was inevitable. ‘The life,
according to the well-meaning clergyman,
was brilliant, successful, renowned; but
‘ob, brethren, death is a very sudden mystery. InAA
ment, in the twinkling of

“ When I first entered upon my duties
as President,” said Mr, Lincoln, graspin
our arm in his peculiar way, with one o

gio

i;

» of

into
Paris, has the grace to seé und ascribe the

]

“tell you who will
know Col. Chootsper,

of

p

Se

those

severe discipline and

up that

keep

Sp Tr te he”

0

continuance and extent, has peither

intox-

ve 0

to

free

| dictate conditions of peace.to our unhappy
the Prussians have not departed
| counantry,
fora moment from their strict habits, They

work, without respite, incessantly, and

and will
Come ak

you

good

teaches me ‘that, despite the bell 2 lf
success shal!

out of your difficulty.
and report.’

numbers, and not the. offending
Mother Chureli absolves me.

‘“ The next day, according to promise,
Shofle put
in an appearance, and said that
the colonel had recommended’ him to
for a certain position in the revenue
partment.

tes an

3

is now on duty iu the treasury department.
Go and see him; he is a man of resources

road to Germany. Our cannons they have
tried ‘as they have been given up to them
by degrees; they make trial of their frames
every day, and
this immense material of
war is then ready to be sent to the other
side of the Rhine, like our armies, liké ‘od
treasures, like everything "Religious Mag-

e

member,

‘ Who loves not wine, women and song, .
He is-a fool his whole life long.’

fe

Amen I"

:

were still In progress. They have cleaned
our guns and packed them up, methodically
ticketed, and all these cases have taken the

;

p

, Uncle

of York, the

Abe, for that is more

al,

than double the amount I've been earning
for years

ful bein
sunt from Carlton: House to- ask
fo atiend'the phsequies, The Prince him, a few days. before, sent two hundred

Thegan to think,” said our mar-

rvred president,

friendsof the august

Prince Regent—also & brilliant aud stceess-

Eile

‘ Now

rethember ‘the

's. son came to the funer-

Three noblelerds,

“that I would force him

into a place paying a larger. salary, and
where government would
have a corres-

to Mr. Sheridan starving, which
. Sheridan promptly Sent back to him.

ponding return for his’ valuable services,
for I was more than ever,—if that were

Bullliau why, the
Lords
ourned after
because their
possible,~conyvineced that he was an hon- | his speech upon Hastings;
est mani but finally concluded to give minds were too much dazzled to dpe fairBurke said
him his own way, and he was appointed ly. Successful! why, Edmund
his eloquence had something not gupse
accordingly.
he went rejoicing, but 1 that
t better than either. History
felt rather mean at my one-horse gift to nor [8
has not
Sheridan’s habits, nor failed
my good, honest, reverend friend.
"
ree ou elapsed, and the anxieties to say that they ruined him, History has

attending
war had com
from my niind, for the time

cident

just related, when

blownto the winds the de moriuis over

driven
being, the in-

Richard Brinsley Sheridan.

ing

him

to

office.

:

Hungarian Fairs.
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Did the preach-

likewise, or did he praise the brilliant
my messenger erlife do and
beg his hearers to be warned how
the familiar

bronght me a ecard
name,
“Rev. Adam
S And im- to dj P— Harper.
Mediate]
there flashed across my mind
all the
¢
neces attending my appoint- |

p—

~1aW

e

)
,
Oct. 10, at
the age
of
T4.
The subject of this notice was horn at Now London, at ‘which place she spent her childhood and
early youth. At the uge of twenty-two she was
joi
iv marriage with
the Rev. Jesse Cross,
and immediately after removed with her bhusband to Grantham.
The tollowing year she ex

Jotiongod religion and united with the Freewill
ptist church of that place, . She was the mother of seven children, four of whom and her beloved husband passed on to the spirit land before
her: In the social and domestic relations, Mrs.
Cross was constant and devoted. She was a
faithful and economic wife, a watchful and tender mother, and her life abounded in
neighborly kindness, She was endowed

Maker

with strong mental

in

Western home.

incident. that

confident

in

in'her more

active

He can
him

our

wee

and constant.

firmness of

years for clearness of judg-

in labor, and wealth of

gen-

and each is beautiful, admirable,

fea

Medical skill conid give but, little
resigna-

3

oF

moved

to Arcade,

She experienced religion and

Day

peers.
to the
in the
go on
never
of noother,

oving and affectionate mother,

follower

of Jesus.

She

and

leaves

a devoted

three

children

with many other friends to mourn their loss, but
we know that théfr loss is her gain.
C. CHAFFEE.

and,—un-
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Irishmen. Thy ive 4 foreigner a far better insight into the national character than

though I had been

syruek ny lightning I managed to exclaim,
*

Indeed

do those in the upper ranks

!"

are ignorant, and for the most

¢ Yes. I feel that'there are Hany others
deservingof the place, and that it is my
duty to make way for them.’
:
:
* Was there ever such an honest man as
that ?* said I to myself, ehuckling over my
stupidity on the clothes surprise. * But,’
said I, aloud, ‘I'm afraid you are not consid-

ering yourself, - Friend

Shofle;

They

both go out of office together P*

No, thank
that

you.

here Hi President, hen

era
i

few
more
Re.

roll in the dust
faction. They
ner of tricks,
their rider; and

to see you

I Jetusn,

and aft-

expressions, off of went
bindkind sxpressions,
¥,

with superabundant satisteach their horses all manespecially that of unseating
this part of the equine edu-

cation is grotesquely displayed at the fairs.

About a month after, one of the reverénd
gentleman's neighbors paid me a visit, and

The peasants lay
erd?with each other as
to their a
to:stick to the back of a bril-

among other
things remarked, casually,
that I” had > Slope a prettyty good hing
r
Shofle, ¢ Yes,! Ireplied, ‘I gave
hima
$2,000 a year position for three years.’

lg

forming animal in spite of all his

e
in the line of burlesque and low comedy. The contestof the man to stay on,
and of the beast to put him off, is side-

tor.
the balance I" addedmyis. wisiwort
h

‘ Besides

horseback, being

them, would kick them off, and they woul

I am goingto Europe

time, but I hope

delight to ride on

very
skillful equestrians, and scamper over
the broad plain like Bedouins of the desert.
Both sexes take part in this recreation,
and I' have often seen a man and woman
dashing frantically along on the back of
one steed, who, when weary of carrying

and that

years ago, Hadn't you better hold on a
little ‘longer, a
‘more, ‘and let us
‘

part, super-

cracking sport for the yokels, who awake
the echoes with their shouts and boisterous

A theory has just been
put forward respecting voleanio- energy, by the eminent
scismologist Mallel, which
promises not
merely to take the place of all others, but

to gain a degree of acceptance which has
not been accorded to any theory previous.
ly enunciated. It is, in principle, exceedingly
simple, and is thus stated by Mr,
Mallet: ‘It is recognized by physicists
that our earth is gradually parting
with
its heat. As it coolsit contracts. Sw if
this process of contraction tookplace uniformly no subterranean action would result.
But if the interior

contracts

more

quickly

than the crust, the latter must in some way
force its way down to the retreating nucleus,” Mr. M. shows thatthe hotter internal
portion must contract faster than the relatively cool erust ; and then he shows that the

shrinkage of the crust is competent to occasion all the known phenomena of volcanic action. . In

earth

was

the

distant

still fashioning,

ages,

when

the

the

shrinkage

produced the irregularities of level which

we recognize in the elevation of the land
and the depression of the ocean-bed. - Then
came the:
~when-as the erust shrank

a cent he it if necithe is worth Id
aughter. The horseman is so adroit and
can prove
an
000,
$200,
corrugations, in’ other
words,
of limb that even when thrown he it formed
when the foldings and elevations of the
ssati
T0
?
mean
is seldom seriously hurt. He is a natural somewhat
thickened crust gave rise to the
fe oof th charge, I
sent acrobat, ap
tly, and ithumps and falls
mountain-ranges of the earth, Lastly, as
re he
i, and th
which would break the limbs or neck of an
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can see how primitive

bits 6f the common people are, how
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3
wants, They prépare their
food
'
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temperature,

the

coutinuance of the same

jirosnss of shrinkage led no longer to the
formation -of ridges and table-lands, but
to

local crushing down and dislocation.
This process is still going’on, and Mr.

Mallet net only recognizes here the origin of

and of the changes of: level
'| blankets or hoop aka cote and sleep ‘on sarthquakes.
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places where the work goss on with greatest energy, ‘the materials of the rock so!
crushed andof hat adjacent to'it are heated
even to fusion.
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points determines voleanic eruption,”
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professed faith in Crist, and

united

with

her death, tuough for many Feats she found a
Christian home with the
First Free Baptist

church in Lawrence, where she resided.
Her
Christian ‘experience was. deep and earnest.
She was a great lover of the Star, which
now
records this tribute to ker memory.
Her death,
though sudden, was peaceful.
She sweetly sank
to sleep in Jesus, leaving a large circle of
friends
to mourn, yet not without hope, - for ‘ Blesseg
are the dead which die in the Lord.”
i"

he departed,

ing, that a beautiful woman had been taken from
our midst; but there was left us the memory

a beautiful life,

His life was

a quiet,

Academies,
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and will be raised the

;
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the same will

Teacher s,ha
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remain with those who
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Wmter Term of 13 ohio

good and useful man has fallen,

May his words

of warning and example still continue
mortal ears.
Mrs.

THOMPSON,

eldest

NICHOLS

$5.00
=
1.00
7.50
8.00
3.00
«10.00
2.00
6.00
1.50
1.50
Jelying

ample

for the

in

is in the midst

of

during

which

her

sufferings

although deprived of her reason

10

seemed

except

days,

intense,

at brief

intervals,
Just previous to the attack, she had
a presentiment of the near approach of death,
and selected the text, hymns and bearers for her
funeral.
8. 8. Cappy,

WILLIAM ARMSTRONG died in Gloucester, R.
I, Nov. 5, aged 86 years.
He died an old man
and full of years,and yet those years were devot«

ed to the interests of this world. During the
last few months of his life there appeared to be
3 thiange, and we can only hope itis well with
m.
.

us things. He bore hig sufferings. very
tiently, and gave us evidence, we think,that
accepted h
“ through the Beloved.”

leaves a wife

and

son, together

eth

with

m
Ai

in

an

paGod
He
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ad

Re

r of the Freewill Baptist church about
0. yéirs, He was a man of deep
ty,
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commence

Book-

on
the

WILTON

dn Providence, R. I., Aug. 26, aged 88 years.
She was
a most estimable Christian, woman and
one
of. the sweetest
spints 1. ever:
Hers

hig ot of More than. ordinary Bakes

and

Penmanship,

2.00

$10.00
1.00
1.50

fifteen lessons

50

:
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Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.

Now Ready .
The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D.

that they ‘appreciate it. At this rate of
sale this whale Edition will soon be on
|
our hands. Price $2,00,
Pestage,

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. Or
dors are solicited.

:

been clothedin an entirely
new dress, aiid presents
a very comely nppearante, It should be in very
Baptist family, Let every pastor and church-mem15 cts. ‘Postage extra; on the former,4 ofs.,
on the

AGRICULTUR
pk
ada §
I
ROLENTEIY ani

Jatter, 2 cents.

pAb

¥

TERE

t

TREATISE,

PLE VER

Shin

EN

‘The New Treatise, just révised
by order

"| of the General Conference, can mow
be ,had

, address the
presdent
Bev. 3 CAL DR DDM., Agricorika
8 JANEW, HOYT,A.
ultural
lege
ly

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revisedby the author, hae

ber have a copy of this newly revised and usefwl
book. Price,
in cloth, only 25 ots.; in papergovers

Three fall courses of study:

{ub

:

CHRISTIAN

13 weeks,

Faas, Rent,
aia, Fuel

now

nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and

Principal:

lid
§
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian. '
Looation can
be surpassed in
beauty, and freedom
from corrapting influences.
Expenses
$175 for Collage
of 40
8

D.,is

ready for delivery to our customess.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple an-

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

=

4.00
3.00

clubs,

at the regular rates.

. 28.

. 0.,Center Co., Pa.

“

A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catal
to

opens Aug. 27,~continuing

CA

“

Rooms for
self-boarding ma be nad at reasenable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term

10,
opens
3. Doo. + 10,~gontinning
13 weeks

J.

= $7.00

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Musw fox. Gentlemen,

SEMINARY.

5

close Nov.

EXPENSES.

“

SEMINARY.

2, 1872.

B
SR tins

COLLEGE.

Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
fo
Board, per week, in private families,

Rov. G8. BRADLEY,A. ii; Principal.
AGRICULTURAY, COLLEGE

Revi

2, 1872.

FALL T=RM will begin Aug. 20 and

8, 1872

This Datioionae under
control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and
has
been in successful
operacion for three years. The
ng year pro
ises more enlarged wn
Evansville is fluely located, and few
places
the
West surpass it in point of moral
religious influences.
4
Expenses are reasonable.
i
Prof. Jacoss will have charge of the Music Department.
it
CALENDAR:

»

INSTITUTE,

IowA.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

J. 8. GARDINER,

EVANSVILLE

Thankful "Usher, died

WirToN,

RIDGEVILLE
The

at reasonable rates.

Whitestown, N. Y, July

Benj. O. Patt, and daugh-

of Systematic

Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
The WINTER TERM of this institution will open Dec.
9th. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
and for business.
The Music Department has just been enlarged
with seven or
t new rooms, new instruments an:
experienced teachers.
The School is one of the
largest and best in the State,
for Circular.
“Terms m

God’s altar bythe father
to, proclaim the good
news.
iii
OF Guill
GW.
MARTIN,

COLLEGIATE

:

course in
Music.
For farther particulars, address the Principal.

Laosing, Mich:, Who wast early life laid upon

Protessor

Thomas 8S,
, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are prescribed; one
bracing and the other omil
the ancient
guages.
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

omplete courses of study for both sexes. Speeial
attention
given to those desiring to take a thorough

at’ his> faneral to testify

Ri,

INSTITUTE.

MOUNTAIN

Open to both sexes.

hy.

Howe,

Theology.

I. Ds Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie
Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 18%.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. ‘Opens
. 8, 1872.
SeriNG RERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25,1873,
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
er week, or rooms may be obtained for self-board-

Gp Fo

The Faculty for the next year is organize

Rev. J. A.

C. A. Mooers, A. B., Prineipal.

lite

SCHOOL.

Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
A
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
* History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor Jf New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. iL H
, A. M., Professor of Mental and

;

at

THEOLOGICAL

as follows :

Faculty:

thoi loves fab 4 good man had fallen. © He leaves
a wife and several’
with warm. friends
te mourn, among
whom
Rev. L. B. Potter, of

tot the
oF dots Date) nd

22, 1872.

and

WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

vho k ow DAL 20d those who knew him
best
foved
most. A large ¢oncourse of leading

MELONA E., wife of

BATES

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A, M., President.

tlosing Fe

183.

p
CREW Seo. Tvusteds.”
New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1873,

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

TER!

b
8

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars
to the Princi

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

Wor INTER

Four terms of

ular courses for both sexes.
each.

CALENDAR:

Depart-

and

,

with eight

Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
bd nter Sorin Jldges January hid

Seituate, R. I., Oct. 14, 1872,

FALL TexM

advan-

+

he price of board, in clubs,
varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week.
Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle-

bitve been
‘consta nt companions for
years,
and he followed their teachings, and fell like a
shockof corn fully ripe. He was honored by all

cians Were:

Six
ten weeks

in Normal De-

Half terme

.

A

affords

A. M., Principal,

Spring Term closes April 11,

Teacher of German.

beginning ani middle of the term.

3

Latin

School,

Summer Term begins April 38, 1878.

Keeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except

GREEN

ort

.

A. B. MESERVEY,
associates,
4

INSTITUTE.

Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship

HENRY, FoyRNL died in. Chepacher, R. I.,
Nov. b, aged 40 years, Bro, B,
never made a
public p
on of religion; but for the last
ear, and more, has been quité interested in re-

phy,

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

The Lyn-

ment.
Miss RB
SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paintine Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRs, J® F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,

died in Dorchester,
9 months.
A good
C. W. NELSON.

She was sick about

hon
SERA

jon, composition, Greek

31

Principal

LAPHAM

~~

of the

;

account of sickness.

.

pupils, which is not o

Ancient

Nov.7, 1872.

Miss CLARA A. FORBES,

Aug. 19, 1872,

sipal, with three Assist

r—

ers and

re-

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French

the

exhibiting from that time onward the spirit and

JORDAN, A. B.,,

Stony

on

of the uni-

GEORGE, B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
Mathematics.

D,, President, .

ness m doing their work is

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Miss ORRA A. ANGELL,

>

The special work of this school is to fit
ts for
College, and it is open for both fexes.
school
a thoroughcom;
of only one

Furnishes C
P:
Normal, Academical nq Rios! Hail gh
study, Terms, 10
weeks,
Fall term commencesAug. 22, 1872.
A, L. GERRISH,

i

- 600

its ar-

use

yndon Center, V&., 1873.

ment.

J Son

» ni RE

(ages of Association with students of 8: higher nauk

jlding,

erected

term eommences

.

00

LATIN SCHOOL.

the College and Theological

versally admired fill Sogudry of Vermont.

MARTHA J., daughter of Dea. A. F. and Sister
M. Holcomb, died of typaoid fever and scrofula,
in Burlington Flats, N.Y., Nov. 9, aged nearly
17 Yours, 8he was converted about a
year ago,
and became a member of the Methodist. class

life of a Christian.

xe

donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessiblé from all parts of the country, and
at the same time remo
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
eorrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, ‘address the Prinoipal at
Lyndon Center, or I. Ww. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
;

:

Lola’

omit

FALL TERM begins Monday,
Tuition, $28.00 a year.
ants,

LOCATION,:

above, died in Porter, Mich., Oct. 16, having a
good hope in Christ. Father awd daughter are
at rest.
J
com.
°
ALMIRA N. DOLLOFF
Nov. 4, aged70 years and
evidence is left behind.

~

Board from $2.50 $3.50 in_families; m clubs at

CENTRAL

.

Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

MAINE

oi}

sic

=.

Northwood, N. Hs Aug, 18, 180

their own exertions
for an education, received at
duced tuition.
4

b

-

-

For farther particulars address the Principal, or

to ring in

daughter

H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.

SLR 3.187.

rgywmen’s children and students

recently

i

rates.

1872.

TUITION :

gements,

Poi

Higher Eng!
Classical,

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 1873.

The new, commodious

and

A
REP NOL.DS, Seo. ¢ Treas,
NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

Common English,”

Penmanship.
st 27,

;

4

pr

A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

begins A

in

College

”

WIL

CALENDAR:

North

otr

The tuition
be as follows :
Primary Branches, «*

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Pre¢epiress, French and Natural Science.
Miss IpA KE. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
;

REV.

y Pri.

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Dec.
4, 1872.

Faculty :

i. S. B.

REV. E. B, RoLF died in . Bristol, Ind., Nov.
He was pastor of the Porter church.
A

C,
.

CALENDAR, 1872.

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Fall Term of 13 weeks,

q

March 90_-8pring Term begins.

ture.

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS,

M.,

JENNIE de In MONTAIGN, Teacher of French,

ey

FREDERICK PARTINGTON, German and French,
EVELYNE PIERCE,
Instrumental Music,
M. L. CHANDLE
ocal Music,
For farther information apply to the Principal.
’
M. E. SHEPARD, Pres, Board of Trustees.

J. 8. BROWN,

j

9

En

Faourry.

LYNDOY

H

rs FEES, cupsm, msucto asrument

of

‘W. P. MORGAN, A. M., Greek and Latm,
W. P. MELCHER, A, B,,
ematios and Greek.
. E. PARK, A. M., Natural
Sciences sud Philosophy:
MMA PORTER, L. A., English Language and
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EZEKIEL ANGELL has passed up higher, after
a life of ninety-two and a half years,
During
fifty
of these years, he belonged to the ehurch
militant, being eonnected during
most of the
time with the
Roger Williams church, Prov. : At
the time of his death, he was a member of the
Washington St. church, Dover.
He had taken

the Star from its commencement, dearly loved
it, and was reading in it and the Bible, the day
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She

the
Free Baptist church in her native
town,
South Berwick, Me., when about 18 years of
age, and remained a member of that church till’

e
canic. heat. The modern theory of heat father and sisters, .to mourh their loss.
as a form of motion here comes jos pla
shore,
As he solid erust Closes Th
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- ) I) Rs 0 » me ne m on theCD. other0. WHEELER,
nucleus, the work expe
crushing
POTTER died in Altona, Ill., Noy.
ing and dislocating the parts of the crust haSHELDON
tap 1celdence of his son, 8. 8. Potter, aged
is transformed into heat, by which, at the
yia and
7'months.
Father P. had been a
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THEODATE COLE, wife of Lorenzo D. Merrow,
died in Lawrence, Mass., Nov. 6,
aged 54
years.

New Theory of Volcanoes.

They

stitious ; but they are sturdy and independ-,
ent and exceedingly patriotic, holding that
God created Hungary, and that it “matters
very little who 18 responsible for the remainder of the world.
:

when you go back to preaching you will be
as hard up as when you came here three

during

of life.

a8

of Lyndon Center, and

was baptized at the early age of twelve years;
then united with the China (now Arcade) and
Yorkshire church, where she remained a member until it lost its visibility, when she united
with the Elton church.
She was an earnest
Christian and a faithful co-worker with her companion in the great work to which the Lord had
called him; she survived him only a little over a
ear. She was a faithful and
devoted wife, a

shown im, and in walked with creaky boots,
important.
But now, from Portland ‘and
one of the best and finest dressed men |
The four annual fairs held at Pesth, San Francisco, perhaps the youth and maidhad seen in many a day. I recognized his though they have declined of late, are of en, who know not that either is in the
countenance at a glance, but it was his mar- much importance, and sap ly half of Hun- world, come out of the darkness and stand
velons clothes
troubled me. They sat gary with
their commodities, sold or ex- face to face. Tcan not tell you this hol
easily enough upon his body, but somehow changed for honey, hides, wool, wax, and mystery of a pure first love. It is too sacred,
or other
did not sit so easy on my mind, slibowitza, a species of brandy prepared even for the pulpit and the house of God.
but w
I could not
for the life of from plums, and fully as fiery as the Rus- But I look down the' long vistas of time
me tell, if I bad tried, which I didn’t.
sian vodka. On these occasions the
peas- since ever a man and a woman came into
* Good morniag, Mr. President,’ no long- ants flock in from every part of the king- this world, and'1 see, wherever there has
er * Uncle Abe,’ as before,—said he in a sort dom, and in their varied and striking cos- been a real fidelity to the essential condi-of grandiloquent manner; * T hope you are tumes make fine subjects for the artist's tions of. this:vblended soul, it has never
well and getting on nicely.’
pencil. Many of them look as if they might failed. Under the summer sun by Eu‘ Oh; yes,’ said I; ¢ we jour folks eke out have stepped out of the fourteeuth or fif- ree, and under the winter frost by the
a living after a fashion ;’ intending to give téenth century ; for they have anything but
olga, in Jerusalem and in Chicago it is
him the bit in his mouth, for I knew what a modern appearance,attired in their strange the same ever wonderful mystery, for which
an honest man he was, and how much,—1 garb, frequently
wearing leather jerkins science can giveno reason, in Which those
couldn't tell then exactly how much, for I and undressed skins, They are very
light- who are outwardly the principals are eshad lost the run of him,—we were indebthearted and merry, as a rule, and dance sentially the agents only ofa higher will
ed to him,
and sing, laugh and love, tipple and quar- and election.—Rev. Robert Collyer.
‘ Mr. President, I have come to resign rel after the manner of contemporaneous
my office,’
Fealing somewhat as
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School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the viliage

J. M. Cross.

MARY, widow of the late Rav. N. A. Jackson,
died of a
cer, in Arcade, N. ¥X., Sept. 22,
aged63 years, She was born in Danville, Vt.
but when quite young moved to Yorkshire, N.
Y., where she lived until her marriage ; then she

yet touch-

day these two move among
their
by day some youth lifts Bis eyes
maiden, or some maiden blushes
presence of the youth. Yet they
their separate ways as if they had
met.
dens more beautiful, men
bler presence, come each before the
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to a gentle and peaceful sleep.
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out-blossomingof the Jife she
tived, By her tinued interestof
own request she was buried from the
Roger bine to offer the

tion, Just before the final moment a brief respite from bodily suffering seemed to be given her,
nd she passed to her last rest, as one sinking

should be alone, I will make an helpmeet
for him.” A thousand miles away there
is another human life of a most mysterious,

by

r suffe

endured all with Christian patience and

is the matter,—It is not good that the man

contrast,
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when

be;
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relief, human sympathy and kind offices were
powerless, and there was no cure but death, She

wers and

ed with the same hunger of the soul.
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breathed her life out
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.
Latin and Greek,
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.
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Instruction on Piano or Organ,‘ she entered the valley of the shadow of death. Use
of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
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knew that her Redeemer lived, and believed alt
that he had said of the lam lying beyond the
confines of the tomb to be
liv
realities. She

properties, fills him on the one
hand; and
a great hunger that will not, can not be
satisfied besets him on the other. In some
holy moment God whispers to him what

marvelous, miraculous

powers,

acts of
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will Bid eran depth of affection. These were
bined
with a strong Physical constitution
and an active temperament.
She was remarkable

into
a separate life. Then eame the days
of Valentine and Orson,the Arabian Nights,
and the ‘Waverly: Novels. School, and
College or business, work round like the
shadow on a dial, and with every year
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once a most enviable and unhappy man,
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de mortwis, and its inevitable improvement,
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planted the seeds of her early ‘death.
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‘ Nor I what to
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it is understood that a schoot of art for the
practical instruction of students and amateurs
will be established in Washington in connection
with Mr. Corcoran’s munificent gift to the city—
the Corcoran Art txallery. The best professors
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place

Lost River, Oregon, on the 28th of November,
between the Modoc Indians and a detachment of
soldiers sent to remove them to a reservation.
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his father and Aunt Sally over to spend a nice
restful afternoon and partake of Katie’s well-ordered supper.—Germantown Telegraph.
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